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THE LIFE-CAR.


SOME ACCOUNT OF FRANCIS'S LIFE-j the lives and property are saved. In respect
BOATS AND LIFE-CARS. to the stations, however, we will say that it


BYJACOBABBOTT. awakens very strong and very peculiar emotions
11"HE engraving at the head of this article in the mind, to visit one of them on some lonely
1.. represents the operation of transporting the and desolate coast, remote from human dwell-
itficers and crew of a wrecked vessel to the ings, and to observe the arrangements and
shore, by meaus of one of the Life-Cars invented preparations that have been made in them, all
by Mr. Joseph Francis for this purpose. A con- quietly awaiting the dreadful emergency which
-iderable appropriation was made recently by is to call them into action. The traveler stands
Congress, to establish stations along the coast for example on the southern shore of the island
of New Jersey and Long Island-as well as on of Nantucket, and after looking off over the
other parts of the Atlantic seaboard-at which boundless ocean which stretches in that diree-
all the apparatus necessary for the service of tion without limit or shore for thousands of
these cars, and of boats, in cases where boats miles, and upon the surf rolling in incessantly
"an be used, may be kept. These stations are on the beach, whose smooth expanse is dotted
maintained by the government, with the aid here and there with the skeleton remains of
and co-operation of the Humane Society-a be- ships that were lost in former storms, and are
nevolent association the object of which is to now half buried in the sand, he sees, at length,
provide means for rescuing and saving persons a hut, standing upon the shore just above the
in danger of drowning-and also of the New reach of the water-the only human structure to
York Board of Underwriters, a body, whicb, as be seen. He enters the hut. The surf boat is
its name imports, represents the principal Ma- there, resting upon its rollers, all ready to be
rine Insurance Companies-associations having launched, and with its oars and all its furniture
it strong pecuniary interest in the saving of car- and appliances complete, and ready for the sea.
goes of merchandize, and other property, endan- The fireplace is there, with the wood laid, and
gered in a shipwreck. These three parties, the matches ready for the kindling. Supplies of
Government, the Humane Society, and the food and clothing are also at hand-and a com-
Board of Underwriters, combine their efforts to pass: and on a placard, conspicuously posted,
establish and sustain these stations; though we are the words,
can not here stop to explain the details of the SHIPWRECKEDMARINERSREACHI"'G THIS
arrangement by which this co-operation is ef- HUT,IN FOG OR SNOW,WILL FIND THE TOWN
fected, as we must proceed to consider the more OF NANTUCKETTWO MILES DISTANT,DUE
immediate subject of this article, which is the WEST.
apparatus and the machinery itself, by which It is impossible to contemplate such a spec-
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tacle as this, without a feeling of strong emo-
tion-and a new and deeper interest in the
superior excellency and nobleness of efforts
made by man for saving life, and diminishing
suffering, in comparison with the deeds of
havoc and destruction which have been so
much gloried in, in ages that are past. The
Life-Boat rests in its retreat, not like a
ferocious beast of prey, crouching in its covert
to seize and destroy its hapless victims, but
like an angel of mercy, reposing upon her
wings, and watching for danger, that she may
spring forth, on the first warning, to rescue and
save.


The Life-Car is a sort of boat, formed of
copper or iron, and closed over, above, hy a
<jOnV8Xdeck with a sort of door or hatchway
through it, by which thc passengers to he con-~1
(


in a sitting posture within, heing made higher
than the middle; and the opening or door is
placed in the depressed part, in the centre.
This arrangement is found to he much better


than the former one, as it greatly facilitates the
putting in of the passengers, who always require
a greater or less degree of aid, and are often en-
tirely insensible and helpless from the effects of
fear, or of exposure to cold and hunger. Be-
sides, by this arrangement those who have any
strength remaining can take much more con-
venient and safer positions within the car, in


veyed in it to the shore, are admitted. The
car will hold from four to five persons. When
these passengers are put in, the door, or rather
cover, is shut down and bolted to its place;
and the car is then drawn to the land, sus-
pended by rings from a hawser which has
previously been stretched from the ship to the
shore..


To be shut up in this manner in so dark and


s- -


gloomy a receptacle, for the purpose of being
drawn, perhaps at midnight, through a surf of
such terrific violence that no boat can live in it,
can not be a very agreeahle alternative; but the
emergencies in which the use of the life-car is
called for, are such as do not admit of hesitation
or delay. There is no light within the car, and
there are no openings for the admission of air. ""
It is subject, too, in its passage to the shore, to
the most frightfnl shocks and concussions from
the force of the breakers. The car, as first
made, too, was of such a form as required the
passengers within it to lie at length, in a re-
cumbent position, which rendered them almost
utterly helpless. The form is, however, now
changed-the parts toward the ends, where the
heads of the passengers would come, when placed


* None such are in fact required, for the car itself con-
tains air enough for the use of its passengers for a quarter
of an hour, and there is rarely occupied more than a period
of two or three minutes to pass it through the surf to the
shore.


their progress to the shore, than was possible
under the old construction.


The car, as will be seen by the foregoing
drawings, is suspended from the hawser In
means of short chains attached to the ends of
it. These chains terminate in rings above,
which rings ride upon the hawser, thus allowing
the car to traverse to and fro, from the vessel to
the shore. The car is drawn along, in making
these passages, by means of lines attached t«


I the two ends of it, one of which passes to the
ship and the other to the shore. By means of
these lines the empty car is first drawn out to
the wreck by the passengers and crew, and then,
when loaded, it is drawn back to the land by
the people assembled there, as represented in the
engraving at the head of this article.


Perhaps the most important and difficult part
of the operation of saving the passengers and
crew in such cases, is the getting the hawser
out in the first instance, so as to form a con-
nection between the ship and the land, In fact.
whenever a ship is stranded upon a coast, and
people are assembled on the beach to assist the
sufferers, the first thing to be done, is always to
" get a line ashore." On the success of the at-
tempts made to accomplish this, all the hope,
of the sufferers depend. Various methods are
resorted to, by the people on board the ship, in
order to attain this end, where there are no means
at hand on the shore, for effecting it. Perhaps
the most common mode is to attach a srna.ll Iino
to a cask, or to some other light and bulky sub.
stance which the surf can easily throw up upon
the shore. The cask, or float, whatever it mav
be, when attached to the line, is thrown int~,
the water, and after being rolled and tossed ..
hither and thither, by the tumultuons waves.
now advancing, now receding, and now sweeping
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THE ex..SK.


madly around in endless gyrations, it at length ordnance called a mortar, made large enough tv
reaches a point where some adventurous wrecker throw a shot of about six inches in diameter;
on the beach can seize it, and pull it up upon secondly, the shot itself, which has a small iron
the land. The line is then drawn in, and a staple set in it; thirdly, a long line, one end of
hawser being attached to the outer end of it, which is to be attached to the staple in the shot,
by the crew of the ship, the end of the hawser when the shot is thrown; and, fourthly, a rack
itself is then drawn to the shore. of a peculiar construction to serve as a rccl for


This method, however, of making a communi- winding the line upon. This rack consists of a
cation with the shore from a distressed vessel, small square frame, having rows of pegs inserted
simple and sure as it may seem in description, along the ends and sides of it. The line is wound
proves generally extremely difficult and uncertain upon these pegs in such a manner, that as the
in actual practice. Sometimes, and that, too, shot is projected through the air, drawing the
not unfrequently when the billows are rolling in line with it, the pegs deliver the line as fast a,
with most terrific violence upon the shore, the it is required by the progress of the shot, and
sea will carry nothing whatever to the land. that with the least possible friction. Thus the
The surges seem to pass under, and so to get advance of the shot is unimpeded. The mortar
beyond whatever objects lie floating upon the from which the shot is fired, is aimed in such a
water, so that when a cask is thrown over to manner as to throw the missile over and beyond
them, they play beneath it, leaving it where it the ship, and thus when it falls into the water,
WILS, or even drive it out to sea by not carrying the line attached to it comes down across th»
it as far forward on their advance, as they bring deck of the ship, and is seized by the passengers
it back by their recession. Even the lifeless and crew.
body of the exhausted mariner, who when his Sometimes, in consequence of the darkness of
strength was gone and he could cling no longcr the night, the violence of the wind, and perhaps
to the rigging, fell into the sea, is not drawn to of the agitations and confusion of the scene, the
the beach, but after surging to and fro for a first and even the second trial may not be sue-
short period about the vessel, it slowly disap- cessful in throwing the line across the wreck.
pears from view among the foam and thc break- The object is, however, gcncrally attained on
ers toward the offing. In such cases it is use- thc second or third attempt, and then the end
less to attempt to get a liue on shore from the of the hawser IS drawn out to the wreck by
ship by means of any aid from the sea. The means of the small line which the shot had car-
cask intrusted with the commission of bearing ried ; and being made fast and "drawn taut,"
it, is beaten back against the vessel, or is drifted the bridge is complete on which the car is to
uselessly along the shore, rolling in and out upon traverse to and fro.
the surges, but never approaching near enough The visitors at Long Branch, a celebrated
to the beach to enable even the most daring watering place on the New Jersey coast, near
adventurer to reach it. New York, had an opportunity to witness a tria]


In case of these life-cars, therefore, arrange- of this apparatus at the station there, during
ments are made for sending the hawser out from the last summer: a trial made, not in a case
the shore to the ship. The apparatus by which of storm and shipwreck, but on a pleasant sum-
this is accomplished consists, first, of a piece of I mer afternoon, and for the purpose of testing
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FIRING THE SHOT.


the apparatus, and for practice in the use of it.
A large company assembled on the bank to wit.
ness the experiments. A boat was stationed
on the calm surface of the sea, half a mile from
the shore, to represent the wreck. The ball
was thrown, the line fell across the boat, the
car was drawn out, and then certain amateur
performers, representing wreckcd and perishing
men, were put into the car and drawn safely
through the gentle evening surf to the shore.


A case occurred a little more than a year
ago on the Jersey shore not very far from Long
Branch, in which this apparatus was used in
serious earnest. It was in the middle of Jan.
uary and during a severe snow storm. The ship
Ayrshire, with about two hundred passengers,
had been driven upon the shore by the storm,
and lay there stranded, the sea beating over her,
and a surf so heavy rolling in, as made it im-
possible for any boat to reach her. It happened
that one of the stations which we have described
was near. The people on the shore assembled
and brought out the apparatus. They fired the
shot, taking aim so well that the line fell direct-
ly across the wreck. It was caught by the crew
on board and the hawser was hauled off. The
car was then attached, and in a short time, every
one of the two hundred passengers, men, women,
children, and even infants in their mothers' arms,
were brought safely through the foaming surges,
and landed at the station. The car which per.
formed this service was considered as thenceforth
fully entitled to an honorable discharge from
active duty, and it now rests, in retirement and
repose, though unconscious of its honors, in the
Metallic Life-Boat Factory of Mr. Francis, at the
Novelty Iron Works.


In many cases of distress and disaster be-
falling ships on the coast, it is not necessary to
use the car, the state of the sea being such that
it is possible to go out in a boat, to furnish the
necessary succor. The boats, however, which


are destined to this service must be of a peculiar
construction, for no ordinary boat can live a mo-
ment in the surf which rolls in, in storms, upon
shelving or rocky shores. A great many differ.
ent modes have been adopted for the construe-
tion of surf-boats, each liable to its own peculiar
objections. The principle on which Mr. Francis
relies in his life and surf boats, is to give them
an extreme lightness and buoyancy, so as to
keep them always upon the top of the sea.
Formerly it was expected that a boat in such a
service, must necessarily take in great quantities
of water, and the object of all the contrivances
for securing its safety, was to expel the water
after it was admitted. In the plan now adopted
the design is to exclude the water altogether, by
making the structure so light and forming it on
such a model that it shall always rise above the
wave, and thus glide safely over it. This result
is obtained partly by means of the model of the
boat, and partly by the lightness of the material
of which it is composed. The reader may per-
haps be surprised to hear, after this, that the
material is iron.


Iron-or copper, which in this respect pos-
sesses the same properties as iron-though ab-
solutely heavier than wood, is, in fact, much
lighter as a material for the construction of
receptacles of all kinds, on account of its great
strength and tenacity, which allows of its being
used in plates so thin that the quantity of the
material employed is diminished much more
than the specific gravity is increased by using
the metal. There has been, however, hitherto
a great practical difficulty in the way of using
iron for such a purpose, namely that of giving
to these metal plates a sufficient stiffness. 11
sheet of tin, for example, though stronger than
a board, that is, requiring a greater force to
break or rupture it, is still very flexible, while
the board is stiff. In other words, in the case
of a thin plate of metal, the parts yield readilv
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to any slight force, so far as to bend under the
pressure, but it requires a very great force to
separate them entirely; whereas in the case of
wood, the slight force is at first resisted, but on
a moderate increase of it, the structure breaks
down altogether. The great thing to be desired
therefore in a material for the construction of
boats is to secure the stiffness of wood in con-
junction with the thinness and tenacity of iron.
This object is attained in the manufacture of
Mr. Francis's boats by plaiting or corrugating
the sheets of metal of which the sides of the
boat are to be made. A familiar illustration
of the principle on which this stiffening is effected
is furnished by the common table waiter, which
is made, usually, of a thin plate of tinned iron,
stiffened by being turned up at the edges all
aronnd-the upturned part serving also at the
same time the purpose of forming a margin.


The plaitings or corrugations of the metal in
these iron boats pass along the sheets, in lines,
instead of being, as in the case of the waiter,
confined to the margin. The lines which they


form can be seen in the drawing of the surf-boat,
given on a subsequent page. The idea of thus
corrugating or plaiting the metal was a very
simple one; the main difficulty in the invention
camc, after getting the idea, in devising the
ways and means by which such a corrugation
could be made. It is a curious circumstance in
the history of modern inventions that it often
requires much more ingenuity and effort to con-
trive a way to make the article when invented,
than it did to invent the article itself. It was, for
instance, much easier, doubtless, to invent pins,
than to invent the machinery for making pins,


The machine for making the corrugations in
the sides of these metallic boats consists of a
hydraulic press and a set of enormous dies.
These dies are grooved to fit each other, and
shut together; and the plate of iron which is
to be corrugated being placed between them, is
pressed into the requisite form, with all the force
of the hydraulic piston-the greatest force, alto-
gether, that is ever employed in the service of
man.


THE HYDRAULIC PRESS.


The machinery referred to will be easily under- great cylinders, with a force proportioned t«
stood by the above engraving. On the left are the ratio of the area of those pistons compared
the pumps, worked, as represented in the en- with that of one of the pistons in the pump.
graving', by two men, though four or more are Now the piston in the force-pump is about one
often required. By alternately raising and de- inch in diameter, Those in the great cylinders
pressing the break or handle, they work two are about twelve inches in diameter, and at;
small but very solid pistons which play within there are four of the great cylinders the ratio is
cylinders of corresponding bore, in the marinor as 1 to 576.*' This is a great multiplication,
of any common forcing pump. and it is found that the force which the men


By means of these pistons the water is driven, can exert upon the piston within the small eyl-
in small quantities but with prodigious force, inder, by the aid of the long lever with which
along through the horizontal tube seen passing they work it, is so great, that when multiplied
across, in the middle of the picture, from the by 576, as it is by being expanded over the
forcing-pump to the great cylinders on the right I
hand. Here the water presses upward upon the
under surfaces of pistons working within the


* Areas being as the squares of homologous lines, the
ratio would be, mathematically expressed, l' : 4 X 122 =
1 : 4 X 144 = 1 ; 576.
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surface of the large pistons, an npward pressure
results of about eight hundred tons. This is a
force ten times as great in intensity as that ex-
erted by steam in the most powerful sea-going
engines. It would be sufficient to lift a block
of granite five or six feet square at the base, and
as high as the Bunker Hill Monument.


Superior, however, as this force is, in one
point of view, to that of steam, it is very infe-
rior to it in other respects. It is great, so to
speak, in intensity, but it is very small in extent
and amount. It is capable indeed of lifting a
very great weight, but it can raise it only an
exceedingly little way. Were the force of such
an engine to be brought into action beneath
such a block of granite as we have described,
the enormous burden would,rise, but it would rise
by a motion almost inconceivably slow, and after
going up perhaps as high as the thickness of a
sheet of paper, the force would be spent, and no
further effect would be produced without a new
exertion of the motive power. In other words,
the whole amount of the force of a hydraulic
engine, vastly concentrated as it is, and irre-
sistible, within the narrow limits within which
it works, is but the force of four or five men
after all; while the power of the engines of a
Collins' steamer is equal to that of four or five
thousand men. The steam-engine can do an
abundance of great work; while, on the other
hand, what the hydraulic press can do is very
little in amount, and only great in view of its
extremely concentrated intensity.


Hydraulic presses are consequently very often
used, in such cases and for such purposes as re-
quire a great force within very narrow limits.
The indentations made by the type in printing
the pages of this magazine, are taken out, and
the sheet rendered smooth again, by hydraulic
presses exerting a force of twelve hundred tons.
This would make it necessary for us to carry up
our imaginary block of granite a hundred feet
higher than the Bunker Hill Monument to get
a load for them. *


In Mr. Francis's presses, the dies between
which the sheets of iron or copper are pressed;
are directly above the four cylinders which we
have described.,as will be seen by referring once
more to the drawing. The upper die is fixed-
being firmly attached to the top of the frame,
and held securely down by the rows of iron pil-
lars on the two sides, and by the massive iron
caps, called platens, which may be seen pass-
ing across at the top, from pillar to pillar.
Th6Se caps are held by large iron nuts which
are screwed down over the ends of the pillars
above. The lower die is movable. It is at-
tached by massive iron work to the ends of the


* There are nine of these presses in the printing-rooms
of Harper and Brothers, all constantly employed in smooth-
ing sheets of paper after the printing. The sheets of
paper to be pressed are placed between sheets of very
smooth and thin, but hard pasteboard, until a pile is made
several feet high, and containing sometimes two thousand
sheets of paper. and then the hydraulic pressure is ap-
plied. These presses cost, each, from twelve to fifteen
hundred dollars.


piston-rods; and of course it rises when the pis-
tons are driven upward by the pressure of the
water. The plate of metal, when the dies ap-
proach each other, is bent and drawn into the
intended shape by the force of the pressure,
receiving not only the corrugations which are
designed to stiffen it, but also the general shap-
ing necessary, in respect to swell and curvature,
to give it the proper form for the side, or the
portion of a side, of a boat.


It is obviously necessary that these dies
should fit each other in a very accurate man-
ner, so as to compress the iron equally in every
part. To make them fit thus exactly, massive
as they are in magnitude, and irregular in form,
is a work of immense labor. They are first cast
as nearly as possible to the form intended, but
as such castings always warp more or less in
cooling, there is a great deal of fitting afterward
required, to make them come rightly together.
This could easily be done by machinery if the
surfaces were square, or cylindrical, or of any
other mathematical form to which the working
of machinery could be adapted. But the curved
and winding surfaces which form the hull of a
boat or vessel, smooth and flowing as they are,
and controlled, too, by established and well-
known laws, bid defiance to all the attempts of
mere mechanical motion to follow them. The
superfluous iron, therefore, of these dies, must
all be cut away by chisels driven by a hammer
held in the hand; and so great is the labor re-
quired to fit and smooth and polish them, that
a pair of them costs several thousand dollars
before they are completed and ready to fulfill
their function.


The superiority of metallic boats, whether of
copper or iron, made in the manner above de-
scribed, over those of any other construction, is
growing every year more and more apparent.
They are more light and more easily managed,
they require far less repair from year to year,
and are very much longer lived. When iron is
used for this purpose, a preparation is employed
that is called galvanized iron. This manufac-
ture consists of plates of iron of the requisite
thickness, coated On each side, first with tin,
and then with zinc; the tin being used simply
as a solder, to unite the other metals. The
plate presents, therefore, to the water, only a
surface of zinc, which resists all action, so that
the boats thus made are subject to no species
of decay. They can be injured or destroyed
only by violence, and even violence acts at a
very great disadvantage in attacking therr
The stroke of a shot, or a concussion of an}
kind, that would split or shiver a wooden boat
so as to damage it past repair, would only in-
dent, or at most perforate, an iron one. And a
perforation even, when made, is very easily re-
paired, even by the navigators themselves, under
circumstances however unfavorable. With a
smooth and heavy stone placed upon the out-
side for an anvil, and another used on the inside
as a hammer, the protrueion is easily beaten
down, the opening ~ closed, the continuity of
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surface is restored, and the damaged boat be-
comes, excepting, perhaps, in the imagination
of the navigator, as good once more as ever.


Metallic boats of this character were employed
by the party under Lieut. Lynch, in makiug,
some years ago, their celebrated voyage down
the river Jordan to the Dead Sea. The navi-
gation of this stream Was difficult and perilous
in the highest degree. The boats were subject
to the severest possible tests and trials. They
were impelled against rocks, they were dragged
over shoals, they were swept down cataracts
and cascades. There was one wooden boat in
the little squadron; but this was soon so strained
and battered that it could no .longer be kept
afloat, and it was abandoned. The metallic
boats, however, lived through the whole, and
finally floated in peace on the heavy waters of
the Dead Sea, in nearly as good a condition as
when they first came from Mr. Francis's dies.


The seams of a metallic boat will never open
by exposure to the sun and rain, when lying
long upon the deck of a ship, or hauled up upon
a shore. Nor will such boats bum. If a ship
takes fire at sea, the boats, if of iron, can never
be injured by the conflagration. Nor can they
be sunk. For they are provided with air cham-
bers in various parts, each separate from the
others, so that if the boat were bruised and
jammed by violent concussions, np to her ut-
most capacity of receiving injury, the shapeless
mass would still float upon the sea, and hold
up with unconquerable buoyancy as many as
could cling to her.*


A curious instance occurred during the late
war with Mexico which illustrates the almost
indestructible character of these metallic boats.


The reader is probably aware that the city
of Vera Cruz is situated upon a low and sandy
coast, and that the only port which exists there
is formed by a small island which lies at a lit-
tle distance from the shore, and a mole or pier
built out from it into the water. The island is
almost wholly covered by the celebrated fortress
of St. Juan de Ulloa. Ships obtain something
like shelter under the lee of this island and mole,
riding sometimes at anchor behind the mole, and
sometimes moored to iron rings set in the castle
walls. At one time while the American forces
were in possession of the city, an officer of the
army had occasion to use a boat for some pur-
pose of transportation from the island to the
shore. He applied to the naval authorities in
order to procure one. He was informed that
there was no boat on the station that could be


* The principle on which these life-boats are made is
found equally advantageous in its application to boats in-
tended for other purposes. For a gentleman's pleasure-
grounds, for example, how great the convenience of hav-
ing a boat which is always stanch and tight-which no
exposure to the sun can make leaky, which no wet can
rot, and no neglect impair. And so in all other cases
where boats are required for situations or used where
they will be exposed to hard usage of any kind. whether
from natural causes or the neglect or inattention of those
in charge of them, this material seems far superior to any
other.


spared for such a purpose. In this dilemma
the officer accidentally learned that there was
an old copper life-boat, lying in the water near
the castle landing, dismantled, sunk, and use-
less. The officer resolved, as a last resort, to
examine this wreck, in hopes to find that it
might possibly be raised and repaired.


He found that the boat was lying in the water
and half filled with rocks, sand, and masses of
old iron, which had been thrown into her to sink
and destroy her. Among the masses of iron
there was a heavy bar which had been used
apparently in the attempt to punch holes in the
boat by those who had undertaken to sink her.
These attempts had been generally fruitless, the
blows having only made indentations in the
copper, on account of the yielding nature of the
metal. In one place, however, in the bottom of
the boat, the work had been done effectually;
for five large holes were discovered there, at a
place where the bottom of the boat rested upon
the rocks so as to furnish such points of resist-
ance below as prevented the copper from yield-
ing to the blows.


The officer set his men at work to attempt to
repair this damage. They first took out the
sand and stones and iron with which the boat
was encumbered, and then raising her, they
dragged her up out of the water to the landing.
Here the men lifted her up upon her side, and
began to beat back the indentations which had
been made in the metal, by holding a heavy
sledge hammer on the inside, to serve as an
anvil, and then striking with a hand-hammer
upon the protuberances on the outside. In the
same manner they beat back the burrs or protru-
sions formed where the holes had been punched
through the bottom of the boat, and they found,
much to their satisfaction, that when the metal
was thus brought back into its place the holes
were closed again, and the boat became whole
and tight as before.


When this work was done the men put the
boat back again in her proper position, replaced
and fastened the seats, and then launched her
into the water. They found her stanch and
tight, and seemingly as good as new. The
whole work of repairing her did not occupy
more than one hour-much less time, the officer
thought, than had been spent in the attempt to
destroy her.


The boat thus restored was immediately put
to service and she performed the work required
of her, admirably well. She was often out on
the open sea in very rough weather, but always
rode over the billows in safety, and in the end
proved to be the strongest, swiftest, and safest
boat in the gulf squadron. .


The surf-boats, made in this way, will ride
safely in any sea-and though sometimes after
protracted storms, the surges roll in upon shelv-
ing or rocky shores with such terrific violence
that it is impossible to get the boats off from
the Iand, yet once off, they are safe, however
wild the commotion. In fact there is a certain
charm in the graceful and life-lilre buoyancy


••
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with which they ride over the billows, and in
the confidence and sense of security which they
inspire in the hearts of those whom they bear,
as they go bounding over the crests of the waves,
that it awakens in minds of a certain class, a
high exhilaration and pleasure, to go out in them
upon stormy and tcmpcstuous seas. To illus-
trate the nature of tho scenes through which
such adventurers sometimes pass, we will close
this article with a narrative of a particular ex-
cursion made not long since by one of these
boats-a narrative now for the first time re-
duced to writing.


One dark and stormy night J\'Ir. Richard C.
Holmes, the collector at the port of Cape May,
a port sitnated on an exposed and dangerous
part of the coast, near the entrance to the
Chesapeake, was awakened from his sleep by


. the violence of the storm, and listening, he
thought that he could hear at intervals the dis-
tant booming of a gun, which he supposed to
be a signal of distress. He arose and hastened
to the shore. The night was dark, and nothing
could be seen but the report of the gun was
distinctly to be heard, at brief intervals, coming
apparently from a great distance in the offing.


He aroused from the neighboring houses a
sufficient number of other persons to man his
surf-boat, embarked on board, taking a compass
for a guide, and put to sea.


It was very dark and the weather was very
thick, so that nothing could be seen; but the
crew of the boat pulled steadily on, guided only
by the compass, and by the low and distant
booming of the gun. They rowed in the direc-
tion of the sound, listening as they pulled; but
the noise made by the winds and the waves,
and by the dashing of the water upon the boat
and upon the oars, was so loud and 'incessant,
and the progress which they made against the
heavy" send" of the surges was so slow, that it
was for a long time doubtful whether they were
advancing or not. After an hour or two, how-
ever, the sound of the gun seemed to come nearer,
and at length they could see, faintly, the flash


THE f;URF-BOAT.


beaming out for an instant just before the re-
port, in the midst of the driving rain ami flying
spray which filled the dark air before them.


Encouraged by this, the oarsmen pulled at
their oars with new energy, and soon came in
sight of the hull of the distressed vessel, which
began now to rise before them, a black and
misshapen mass, scarcely distinguishable from
the surrounding darkness and gloom. As they
came nearer, they found that the vessel was a
ship-that she had been beaten down upon her
side by the sea, and was almost overwhelmed
with the surges which were breaking over her.
Every place upon the deck which afforded any
possibility of shelter was crowded with men and
women, all clinging to such supports as were
within their reach, and vainly endeavoring to
screen themselves from the dashing of the spray .
The boat was to the leeward of the vessel, but
so great was the commotion of the sea, that it
was not safe to approach even near enough to
communicate with the people on board. After
coming up among the heaving and tumbling
surges as near as they dared to venture, the
crew of the surf boat found that all attempts
to make their voices heard were unavailing, as
their loudest shouts were wholly overpowered
by the roaring of the sea, and the howling of
the winds in the rigging.


Mr. Holmes accordingly gave up the attempt,
and fell back again, intending to go round to
the windward side of the ship, in hopes to be
able to communicate with the crew from that
quarter. He could hear them while he was to
leeward of them, but they could not hear him;
and his object in wishing to communicate with
them was to give them directions in respect to
what they were to do, in order to enable him to
get on board.


In the mean time daylight began to appear
The position of the ship could be seen more dis-
tinctly. She lay upon a shoal, held partly by
her anchor, which the crew had let go before
she struck. Thus confined she had been knocked
down by the seas, and now :rj,yth~lmping vio-


,.
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lently at every nsmg and falling of the surge, they now first began to understand that it had
and in danger every moment of going to pieces. come to rescue their victims from their power.
She was covered with human beings, who were The boat Was swept so far away by this onset,
seen clinging to her in every part-each sepa- that it was an hour before the oarsmen could
rate group forming a separate and frightful spec- get her back so as to approach the line. It
tacle of distress and terror. seemed then extremely dangerous to approach


Mr. Holmes succeeded in bringing the surf- it, as the end of it was flying hither and thither,
boat so near to the ship on the windward side whipping the surges which boiled beneath it, or
<LS to hail the crew, and he directed them to let whirling and curling in the air, as it was swung
.lown a line from the end of the main yard, to to and fro by the impulse of the wind, or by the
leeward. The main yard is a spar which lies swaying of the yard-arm from which it was sus-
horizontally at the head of the main mast, and peuded.
as the vessel was careened over to leeward, the The boat however approached the line. Mr.
-nd of the yard on that side would of course be Holmes, when he saw it within reach, sprang
.lepressed, and a line from it would hang down forward to the bows, and after a moment's con-
over the water, entirely clear of the vessel. The test between an instinctive shrinking from the
.rew heard this order and let down the line. gigantic lash which was brandished so furiously
,II. Holmes then ordered the surf-boat to be over his head, and his efforts to reach it, he at
pulled away from the ship again, intending to lengih succeeded in seizing it. He grasped it by
irop to leeward once more, and there to get on both hands with all his force, and the next in-
board of it by means of the line. In doing this, stant the boat was swept away from beneath
however, the boat. was assailed by the winds I him by the retreating billows, and he was left
.cud Wave" with greater fury than ever, as if safely dangling in the air,


.:
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We say safely, for, whenever anyone of these
indomitable sea-kings, no matter in what cir-
cumstances of difficulty or danger, gets a rope
that is well secured at its point of suspension,
fairly within his iron gripe, we may at once
dismiss all concern about his personal safcty.
In this case the intrepid adventurer, when he
found that the boat had surged away from be-
neath him, and left him suspended in the air
on, the raging and foaming billows, felt that
,,I. danger was over. To mount the rope, hand
over hand, till he gained the yard-arm, to clam-
ber up the yard to the mast, and then to de-
scend to the deck by the shrouds, required only
an ordinary exercise of nautical strength and
courage. All this was done in a moment, and
MI'.Holmes stood upon the deck, speechless, and
entirely overcome by the appalling spectacle of
terror and distress that met his view.


The crew gathered around the stranger, whom
they Jooked upon at once as their deliverer, and
listened to hear what he had to say. He in-
formed them that the ship was grounded on a
narrow reef 01' bar running parallel with the
coast, and that there was deeper water between
them and the shore. He counseled them to cut
loose from the anchor, in which case he pre-
sumed that the shocks of the seas would drive
the ship over the bar, and that then she would
drift rapidly in upon the shore; where, when
she should strike upon the beach, they could
probably find means to get the passengers to
the land.


This plan was decided upon. The cable was
cut away by means of such instruments as came
to hand. The ship was beaten over the bar,
awakening, as she was dashed along, new shrieks
from the terrified passenger", at the violence of


the concussions. Once in deep water she moved
on more smoothly, but was still driven at a
fearful rate directly toward the land. The surf-
boat accompanied her, hovering as near to he:
all the way as was consistent with safety,
During their progress the boat was watched by
the passengers on board the ship, with anxious
eyes, as in her were centred all their hopes of
escape from destruction.


The conformation of this part of the coast, a-
in many othcr places along the shores of the
United States, presents a range of low, sandy
islands, lying at a little distance from the land,
and separated from it by a channel of sheltered
water. These islands are long and narrow, and
separated from each other by inlets or opening,
here and there, formed apparently by the hreak-
ing through of the sea. The crew of our ship
would have been glad to have seen some possi-
bility of their entering through one of these in.
lets. The ship could not, however, be guided,
but must go wherever the winds and wave,
chose to impel her. This was to the outer
shore of one of the long, narrow islands, where
at length she struck again, and was again over-
whelmed with breakers and spray.


After mnch difficulty the seamen succeeded.
with the help of the surf-boat, in getting a lim,
from the ship to the shore, by means of which
one party on the land and another on board the
vessel could draw the surf-boat to and fro. In
this way the passengers and crew were all safely
landed. When the lives 'were thus all safe,
sails and spars were brought on shore, and then,
under Mr. Holmes's directions, a great tent was
constructed on the sand, which, though rude in
form, Was sufficient in size to shelter all the
company. When all wcre assembled the num-
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ber of passengers saved was found to be one
hundred and twenty-one. They were German
emigrants of the better class, and they gathered
around their intrepid deliverer, when all was
over, with such overwhelming manifestations of
their admiration and gratitude, as wholly un-
manned him. They had saved money, and
jewels, and such other valuables as could be
carried about the person, to a large amount;
and they brought every thing to him, pressing
him most earnestly, and with many tears, to
take it all, for having saved them from such im-
minent and certain destruction. He was deeply
moved by these expressions of gratitude, but he
would receive no reward.


When the tent was completed and the whole
company were comfortably established under the
shelter of it, the boat was passed to and fro
again through the surf, to bring provisions on
shore. A party of seamen remained on board
for this purpose-loading the boat at the ship,
and drawing it out again when unloaded on the
shore. The company that were assembled under
the tent dried their clothes by fires built for the
purpose there, and then made a rude breakfast
from the provisions brought for them from the
ship: and when thus in some degree rested and
refreshed, they were all conveyed safely in boats
to the main land.


MAURICE TIERNAY,
THE SOLDIER OF FORTUNE.*


CHAPTER XXXII.
"THE ATHOL TENDER."


As I cast my eyes over these pages, and see
how small a portion of my life they em-


brace, I feel like one who, having a long journey
before him, perceives that some more speedy
means of travel must be adopted, if he ever
hope to reach his destination. With the in-
stinctive prosiness of age, I have lingered over
the scenes of boyhood, a period which, strange
to say, is fresher in my mempry than many of
the events of few years back j and were I to
continue my narrative as I have begun it, it
would take more time on my part, and more
patience on that of my readers, than are likely
to be conceded to either of us. Were I to apol-
ogize to my readers for any abruptness in my
transitions, or any want of continuity in my
story, I should, perhaps, inadvertently seem to
imply a degree of interest in my fate which they
have never felt; and, on the other hand, I would
not for a moment be thought to treat slighting-
ly the very smallest degree of favor they may
feel disposed to show me. With these difficul-
ties on either hand, I see nothing for it but to
limit myself for the future to such incidents and
passages of my career as most impressed them-
selves on myself, and to confine my record to
the events in which I personally took a share.


Santron and I sailed from New York on the
9th of February, and arrived in Liverpool on
the 14th of March. We landed in as humble a
guise as need be. One small box contained all


• Continued from the June Number.


our effects, and a little leathern purse, with
something less than three dollars, all our avail-
able wealth. The immense movement and stil
of the busy town, the crash and bustle of trade,
the roll of wagons, the cranking clatter of Crane,
and windlasses, the incessant flux and refiux of
population, all eager and intent on business,
were strange spectacles to our eyes as we loiter.
ed, houseless and friendless, through the streets,
staring in wonderment at the wealth and pros.
perity of that land we were taught to believe
was tottering to bankruptcy.


Santron affected to be pleased with all, talked
of the "beau pillage" it would afford one day or
other; but in reality this appearance of riches
and prosperity seemed to depress and discourage
him. Both French and American writers had
agreed in depicting the pauperism and discon-
tent of England, and yet where were the signs
of it? Not a house was untenanted, every street
was thronged, every market filled; the equipage,
of the wealthy vied With the loaded wagone
in number; and if there were not the external
evidences of happiness and enjoyment the gayer
population of other countries display, there was
an air of well-being and comfort such as no
other land could flxhibit.


Another very singular trait made a deep im-
pression on us. Here were these islanders with
a narrow strait only separating them from a land
bristling with bayonets. The very roar of the
artillery at exercise might be almost heard across
the gulf, and yet not a soldier was to be seen
about! There were neither forts nor bastions.
The harbor, so replete with wealth, lay open
and unprotected, not even a gun-boat or a guard.
ship to defend it ! There was an insolence in
this security that Santron could not get over,
and he muttered a prayer that the day might
not be distant that should make them reo
pent it.


He was piqued with every thing. While on
board ship we had agreed together to pass our-
selves for Canadians, to avoid all inquiries of
the authorities! Heaven help us! The author.
ities never thought of us. We were free to go
or stay as we pleased. Neither police nor pass-
port officersquestioned us. We might have been
Hoche and Massena for aught they either knew
or cared. Not a "mouchard" tracked us; none
even looked after us as we went. To me this
was all very agreeable and reassuring; to my
companion it Was contumely and insult. All
the ingenious fiction he had devised of our birth,
parentage, and pursuits, Was a fine romance in-
edited, and he was left to sneer at the self-suffi-
ciency that would not take alarm at the advent
of two ragged youths on the quay of Liverpool.


" If they but kuew who we were, Meurice,"
he kept continually muttering as we went along.
" If these fellows only knew whom they had in
their town, what a rumpus it would create!
How the shops would close! What barricading
of doors and windows we should see! What
bursts of terror and patriotism! Par St. Denis.
I have a mind to throw up my cap in the air
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THERE is no one of the many hard things I organize means for saving life and property.
which foreigners say of us more just than I.Ve have invented, and possess almost exclu-


that in which we are accused of a criminal dis- sively, the best of steam fire-engines, yet have
regard of human life. The saying, which has the least effective of all existing fire preventive
come to be proverbial abroad, could have been and extinguishing organizations, and are abso-
made even more applicable if the words" and lutely witbout a marine or floating fire depart-
property" had been added. There is certainly I ment, like that which gives such ample security
no country of equal wealth and intelligence with i to the magnificent docks of the pori of London,
the United States in which private individuals, I We have the greatest length of railroad lines of
commercial and benevolent associations, or state I any country in the world, and the least control
and national governments have done so little to . over them by law or public opinion; ten persons
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"policemen of the
sea."


M'-. David S'e·-
phenson, the English
engineer, and a de-
scendant of the fa-
mons Stcphensons, rc-
Iates that on one oc-
casion, while inspect-
ing the light-hons.os
on the coast of the
Orkney Islands, he
spoke to the master
of the small boat
which carried him in
regard to the dilapi-
dated condition of his
sails. The man in-
stantly replied, in a
gruff tone and with
an injured air,


"Had it been God's will that yon carne na
wi' yonI' lights, we might 'a had bettor sails


to our boats and more 0' other things."
The Same authority says that before the build-


ing of the light-houses complained of by this
pilot, who had doubtless been a wrecker in
more ancient and- prosperous days, when only
the bell of the Abbot of Aberhrothcck warned
sailors of their dangerous proximity to the Inch-
cape Rock, disasters to shipping were so fro-
quent on that coast that the Orkney Island
farmers and wreckers used claret wine instead
of milk in their barley porridge, and fenced their
farms with Honduras mahogany! They bitter-
ly opposed the erection of light-honses on their
dangerous coasts, and when remonstrated with
for their inhumanity were wont to answer, com-
placently, "that if wrecks were to happen they
might as well be sent to their poor islands as
any where else." We appear to have fallen
into the same complacent state of mind in this
country. Our coast is very little better lighted
than that of the Orkney Islands eighty years
ago, and we do not display any greater disposi-
tion to improve affairs than the Orcadians did.


Commodore VV. B. Shubrick, as Chairman
of the United States Light-House Board, re-
ports the number of light-stations existing on
March 31, 18G8, to be 48G, with G95 keepers
and assistants, directed and controlled by 12 in-
spectors, as many engineers, and 10 members
and clerks of the Board in the office at Wash-
ington. 'I'he whole force is maintaiued, ae-
cording to the report of Controller Brodhead,
of the Treasury Department, at the annual cost
of about $2,194,G51 18, or about $4500 per
light. Three hundred and sixty-six of. these
lights are along the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific
coasts; but 45 of them were extinguished dur-
ing the rebellion, and have never been relighted.
The remainder are along the Hudson River,
the only inland stream in the country which is
lizhtcd along its entire course. The highest
light is visible at sea for onlv the distance of
twenty-eight miles, and that one is on the Pa-
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are killed by the criminal negligence or parsi-
monv of railwav directors in this countrv to one
in any other; yet not one-tenth as many of the
guilty are punished with us as with the French,
English, or Russians. We hold the maximum
of military stations with the minimum of regu-
lar soldie~s. We have more miles of inland
navigation and a greater extent of sea-coast
than any other nation, with the smallest number
of light-houses. We are annually afflicted with
more than our proportion of wrecks, and yet
possess fewer life-boats than any other maritime
power, and have no organized force of salvors.
We have the highest tariffs, and consequently
the greatest number of smugglers, with the
s;nallest number of customs officers, and no
coast-guardsmen, as preventives.


The sacrifice of life and property by confla-
grations, railway and similar disasters on land,
although very heavy, is comparatively insignifi-
cant if compared to the losses on our lakes, riv-
ers, and sea-coasts, from causes which might be
hugely prevented. 'Ve h~ve guarded against
the lesser evil and shut our eyes to the greater.
While the fire brigades of the various cities are
large, and the railway force ample, the officers
of the United States liglh-house establishment,
the life-boatmen, the salvors or wreckers, and
the customs detectives are really insignificant
in numbers, and almost wholly with ant organ-
ization. The negligence which leaves our coast
comparatively unlighted at night, its dangerous
shoals and rocks unmarked by day-which
makes no provision for tho aid and rescue and
cnmfort of seamen aud travelers wrecked on
our coast, and which permits the revenue of
the countrv to be constunrlv affected hv the in-
adequacy ~nd incompetency of the customs em-
ployes and the too freq uent change of the more
experienced ones tor political reasons, is culpa-
ble, wicked, and extravagant, and should be ex-
posed and condemned. There is no depart-
ment of the government which stands in greater
need of prompt and vigorous reform than that
which is responsible for the inefficiency of our
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cific, the least frequented
of our coasts. As guides
to coasting-vessels these
lights thus insufficiently
distributed are, as a mat-
ter of course, wholly in-
adequate; they serve
only to prove or correct
the mari ners calcula-
tions of latitude and
longitude at sea, and as
L;uides to certain harbors
and estuaries familiar to
him from other fixed ob-
jects of nature far more
reliable than the lights.
Our coasters should nev-
er be out of sight of a
light-house; and harbors
and bays, like that of
Boston and New York,
should be at all hours [1S


well lighted as in the
daytime, or as nearly so
as the best character of
electric light can make them. There is seareelv
a mile of sea on the French and British coasts o~
which the ray of a light does not fall from such
magnificent structures as the North Unst Light-
House, the Jnchcape Hock, or the Caskets oft'
Alderney; and their mode of illumination has
been so improved as to give each light a dis-
tinctive character, peculiar to itself, to prevent
its being mistaken for any other. In this ,yay
a system of lighting has been established l.v
me;ns of which the mariner may navigate th~
English and French coasts by night as by day,
in comparative safety.


Under our incomplete system our harbors
and coasts are as dark as the boldest river-thief
and smuggler could wish; the line of coast be-
tween the lights is never patrolled, and no look-
out to sea is ever kept for endangered vessels.
The light-house keepers are under no surveil-
lance; they are really trusted to perform their
highly important duties with only quarterly in-
spections. And then the various inspection
districts are so large, and the inspecting force
so small, that not only are the keepers not con-
stantly watched, but often not examined for
months. The regulation time for visiting each
light-station is once a quarter, but the inspect-
ing force is so inadequate that a new rule of
the Board has been lately adopted extending
the term to suit the inspectors' convenience.
So inefficient, too, is the force of inspectors and
supervisors that collectors of custorns have been
authorized to act as "Superintendents of
Lights." Later still (the order is dated Jann-
ary 1, 1868) the Board has been compelled to
ask mariners to play the spy on the light-house
keepers, The order is a request" to mariners
and others interested in commerce and the pres-
ervation of life and property from loss by ship-
wreck, to give prompt information of cases ill
which lights are not lighted punctually at sun-
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set and extinguished at sunrise," etc. In other
words, the mariners for whose guidance and
protection the lights are supposed to have been
built, are expected occasionally to make their
dangerous way into an uulighted harbor to re-
port the failure of the agent to do his duty,
Too frequently, trusting to the faithfulness of
the light-keeper, he sails on to eventually dis-
cover that a light has not been" lighted pune-
tnally at sunset" by running ashore at the foot
of the unlighted tower. One is too forcibly re-
minded of the pilot who carried a vessel into a
dangerous channel with which he was not any
too well acquainted. The captain, suspecting
danger and doubting the nautical knowledge
of his guide, remonstrated with him. " I
though t you knew every rock in this channel."
"So I do," persisted the stubborn pilot. As
he spoke the ship struck. "There!" he ex-
chimed, triumphantly; "didn't I tell yon so?
That's one of 'ern."


This very unreasonable request of the Board,
which all mariners would he glad to comply
with, is impracticable in consequence of the in-
adequate force of inspectors, and the difficulty
of reaching them. Sailors are practical peo-
ple, however, and they generally report infor-
mation of this character at the nearest newspa-
per offiee; and it is mainly through the marine
columns of the daily journals of the sea-port cit-
ies that the important information first reaches
the inspectors, and the Board, and the seafar-
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BANny HOOK LIGUT-SHIP.


iug folk. I have more than once read in the
ship-news columns of the New York papers no-
tices of this sort in which it was stated that
buoys, or beacons, or light-ships, had been miss-
ing from their plaees for a week or fortnight.


In the minor considerations of architectural
proportions, beauty, finish, etc., the quarters of
the keepers and their families, the quality of
the lights, etc., our Government light-houses
and ships are by no means equal to those of
England or France, as they should be, and not
superior to many less wealthy maritime nations.
Sandy Hook light-ship, which stands like a vi-
dette to mark, if not
to guard, the entrance
to New York Bay, is
perhaps the best of
all our light-ships,
but it is by no means
a superior vessel for
its peculiar purpose.
It carries two very nn ..
certain lights, which
mark the localitv it is
true, but shed ;0 ray
au objects tempora-
rily near it, and with
which passing vessels
might come in con-
tact. It has been
more than once swept
from its moorings and
carried to sea. Of
the remainder-s-there


are only thirty-three in all-only half a dozen arc
of the first-class. Among them it may. be inter-
esting to mention the poor old shattered Arctic, in
which Elisha Kent Kane made his famous cruise
in search of Sir John Franklin, She was origin.
ally built for a lizht-ship, hut was fitted up at the
expense of the Government for the Arctic voyage.
Upon the return of the expedition the engines
were taken out of her, and she was sent to Smith-
ville, North Carolina, to mark the entrance to
Cape Fear River, The rebels seized and sunk
her to obstruct the channel which she had been
built to mark. She was raised in 1866 and re-
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paired, and now, painted a dull lead-color, with
her famous name blotted out, and the uneupho-
nious title of "Hen and Chickens" painted on
either side, she marks the dangcrous reef of
that name off the Massachusetts coast. The
two towers which stand on the Highlands of
Neversink, New Jersey, and mark with great
dearness the northern coast of that State, are
fine structures of much architectural beauty;
but they are, in this respect, the exception, and
not the rule in our system. They are the high-
est light - towers on the Atlantic coast, being
248 feet above the sea, and next to Parrallon,
Point Conception, and Point Bouita-c-towers on
the California coast-the highest in the couu-
try. They are visible at sea for a distance of
I H miles. The keepers' houses here are very
neat and comfortable, but the majority of those
furnished are little better than huts. In fact,
this service, of such incalculable importance to
all commercial interests and to the oreserva-
tion of hnman life, and which is worthy of the
best service of the best men, is in every respect
poorly rewarded, and due credit and honor has
never been awarded to the self-sacrificing men
who have had the immediate charge of our
light-houses. " A stormy night," says David
Stephenson, "may rudelydrift the sleet against
our wiudows and disturb our rest; and perhaps
our sympathies may be awakened for the men
who patrol our dark streets as guardians of our ~~property; but seldom in those dismal nights do ~
our thoughts extend to the solitary outposts of ~
our land, where, confined to the narrow cabin
of a light-ship, or watching in towers perched ~
on bleak headlands or sunken rocks, the true :::
guardians of the country's naval greatness keep ;Z
their quiet and unostentatious vigil, unthought
of because remote and unknown. Whether we
consider the important position which our light-
ships occupy among the tortuous channels lead-
ing to our great ports, or the calm endurance
of their ever-tempest-rocked inmates, they can
not fail to arrest our interest, and inspire us with
thankfulness that men are found ever ready to
discharge the most unenviable duties in the
important and humane work of protecting the
lives of our hardy seamen." The life is one of
great hardships, often of danger, and always of
care and watchfulness. The man who accepts
it must necessarily isolate himself from all the
world save his own family, and be content with
the society of wife and e'hildren only. Gener-
ally the men who obtain appointments as keep-
ers are old sailors with families, and their sons,
and sometimes their wives and daughters, figure
on the pay-roll as assistant keepers. Often it is
on the wife and daughter that the whole duty de-
volves, for the men and boys have often toeke ant
the subsistence of a large family in other ways.
Attached to ear-h dwelling, when the keeper's
residence can be built apart from the tower, is
a small garden, which the keeper cultivates.
He is generally a fisher also; and often in the
gloom of night, or that still darker gloom of
the storm, the women trim the lamps weepingly.
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The most neglected branch of our coast serv-
ice is that which, in all senses, must always be
the most important, The life-boat service of the
United States, when compared with that of any
other nation-s-whether with "La Societe Cen-
trale de Sauvetage des Naufrages" of France,
or the" Royal National Life-Boat Institution"
of England-c-is a reproach to the Government.
We maintain on our entire coast-line only twen-
ty-four life-boat stations; these are located at
the most exposed and dangerous points, but of
COt11">;C in number arc wholly inadequate for the
purpose, An error not less disastrous to the
efficiency of the service is the entire depend-
ence on volunteer efforts in the saving of life,
In the vital matter of the national existence we
have depended, and may always depend, with
confidence in the volunteer military system, but
we have found it necessary to have educated and
cxperieuced men to direct it. Our life-boat has
no such direction. I have seen it stated that
the Government employs for each station an
officer who takes care of the boat and appara-
tus, and who in au emergency directs the vol-
unteer crew. I can, however, find no author-
itv for the statemeut. The stations seem to be
le"ft to take care of themselves; and the boats
are manned solely by coast farmers, wreckers,
light-keepers, etc. There is no reward, pecun-
iary or honorary, held out to induce anyone
to save life. A rule of the Admiralty courts
renders it uecessary that a wrecker in establish-
ing his claim for salvage shall prove that he en-
dea vored to rescne all li fe endangered before
attemptiug to save property; but this is the
only regulation which makes it to the interest
of the wreckers to do duty in the life-boats.
The hope that rescued persous may prove gen-
erous is doubtless an iueentive which induces
many wreckers to risk their own to save oth-
er lives.


The life-boat stations are scattered along the
coast, each beiug numbered. They are general-


ly, but not always, near a light-honse or settle-
ment of wreckers, and one of these or some
coast farmer or the light-keeper is supposed to
have the boat and car and rocket apparatus in
charge. Each station-house contains, besides
the life-car and life-boat, a sufficiency of kin-
dling-wood or "pine knots" to build a fire in
au emergency, rockets to be fired as signals to
assemble crews, some rough clothing, medi-
cines, etc. The boat and car arc usually
mounted on wheels in order to be carried to
distant parts of the adjacent coast, but no
horses arc maintained at Governrneut expense'
to draw them, those of the nearest farmer being
"pressed into" the "volunteer" service.


The life-car is a peculiarity of the American
service, and is due to the inven tive genius of
Joseph Francis. A full account of this very
useful invention may be found in this Magazine
for .Iuly, 1851.


It is difficnlt to speak of the efficiency of this
part of our system, for the simple reason that no
reliable data can be obtained from any sources
as to the number of lives saved by this means.
I asked Mr. J. C. Smith, of the Merchants' Ex-
change and News Association of New York,
from whom I received many of the statistics
used in other parts of this article, if he had.
ever kept any account of the losses of life b:'
shipwreck. "No," he answered. "I did at--
tempt to do it, but I found they were not want-
ed. Nobody here eared for those figures. I
have to condense' my statements for the paper:;
and the Board of Undorwriters, and the column
of 'liyes' didn't pay for the room. This, yon
know, is a mercantile, not a humane society."
Not even the numbers of lives lost annually is
obtainable. I have found memoranda, among
other documents in Mr. Smith's possession, of
the lives lost in particular wrecks, as, for in-
stance, in that of the A rctic, when 300 sonl.:
perished; the City of Glasgow, 420; and the
Austria, 500! In one month of 1861, in which
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38 vessels were wrecked,
the loss of life was put
down at 200 and marked
"very heavy." If the
average for each week
is put down at only thirty
lives, it can be shown
that daring the last ten
years 14,G4" persons
have been lost in Ameri-
CHn vessels, or about
1500 a veal'. Think of
five dr~wned bod ies be-
ing cast daily upon the
sands of our coast! Is
it any wonder that, be-
fore the sun is above the
horizon, the industrious
wrecker can be found
making his "lnorning
round" in search of what
fortune the sea hils
thrown him from her depths? Is it to be won- ranee on the subject of the life-boat service is
dered at that, grown callous and cold-blood- applicable to the wrecking service. Although
ed in long years of intimacy with disaster and courts are maintained hv the Government at
death, he sometimes takes his fortune from the heavy expense to license ~alvors and to adjudi-
pockets of him who will need it no more? cate their claims, no information is obtainable


The only official data obtainable at the prop- as to the number of wreckers licensed, amount
er department at Washington are in relation to of salvage awards, the location of the wrecking
the number and cost of the stations. Both fig- stations Or the regulations governing them, the
ures are rid iculous, In 18G7 the number of number of wrecks on the coast annually, the
stations existing was twenty-four, and their value of property recovered from them, or the
cost to the Government was $17,155 54, or number of lives lost or saved. Such a thing as
$714 40 each, though it is probable that the a wreck chart, like the most interesting and
additional expense to the New York Board of highly valu able one which the English Govern-
Marine Underwriters, which supports the sta- ment publishes annually for the guidance of
tions in conneetion with the Government, was mariners, appears never to have been heard of
mnch greater. at Washington, and the hydrography of the


The recovery of shipwrecked property is very Smithsonian Institute is rnainlv confined to the
little better provided for than the rescue of hu- preparation, two years in advance, of a nautical
man life; and only the pecuniary reward held almanac without the slightest practical value to
out in the shape of salvage makes the wrecking nine-tenths of the mariners in the merchant
service in any degree superior in effectiveness service.
to that of the life-boat. The same complaint I I have been enabled to obtain a table of
which has been made in regard to official igno-I wrecks of American vessels for the past eleven


veal'S from Mr. J. C.
Smith, which may be re-
lied on as ace urate, the
figures having been ob-
tained from owners and
insurance agents inter-
ested in the lost vessels.
This table will be found
on the next page.


These figures are enor-
mous, and if they Were
accompanied by the num-
bel'S of lives lost would
be appalling. The aver-
age of vessels lost Or
partly lost, it will be
seen, is over 3;''5 a month,
or one a day; in money,
the average loss is near-
ly $1,500,000 a month,
or $50,000 per day.


THE LIlm-CAR IN AOTION.
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Enormous as this may seem, it is but an insig- i tow her into port, deliver her to her owners,
nificant portion of the total casualties of the and claim a certain portion of cargo and ship
whole world. In the year 1866, when the total as a reward or as salvage. If a policeman of
loss of American shipping was 571 vessels, the the city finds a lost child he is legally entitled
total casualties of all countries was 1],711. to no reward, since the recovery of lost children
In 1867 our loss was 536 out of a total loss of is a part of his duty; but if a "policeman of
12,613 vessels. Of course many of these are the sea," cruising his beat in a wrecker's sloop,
but partial losses. Those which attract atten- goes to the aid of a ship in distress he is entitled
tion by their magnitude and appalling charac- to a certain share of the proceeds of the sale of
tel' are but a small portion of the whole nurn- the property he may save. The amount award-
her. I do not mean to say that all of these ed by the Admiralty courts having jurisdiction
wrecks happen on our coast. I can not even in such cases depends on the following circum-
SliY what proportion of them do. Twenty per stances: first, the degree of danger to the life
cent. of the 2343 vessels totally lost during the of the salvor; second, the risk to the property
year 1867 were wrecked on the English coast; of the salvor; tbird, value of property saved;
hut it must be remembered that over seven hun- fourth, dangerous condition of vessel when
dred vessels begin or end "over-the-sea" voy-- saved; fifth, skill displayed by the salvor; and,
ages in English ports every day. The loss on sixth, the time and labor expended. The av-
the American coast for the same year is said to erage compensation to salvors in this country is
have been not over three per cent., about seven- said to be something less than fifty per cent. ;
ty vessels, or say about $3,600,000. * that is, the salvor is entitled to recover the value


The legal principle involved in the system of of nearly one-half of all he saves; the rest goes
salvage prevalent not only in this country, but i to the owners and underwriters, or insurance
throughout the world, is a very simple one. If agents. In 1851, the Crescent City, a very large
a person finds a sum of money on the street, ship from this port, went ashore on the north-
both law and morality require him to return it ernmost point of the Bahama reef. The Ba-
to the owner without asking a reward; it was hama wreckers, chiefly negroes, saved about
found without risk or expeuse, and there is no $90,000 of the cargo before the vessel went to
ground on which to base such a claim. But if pieces. The salvage award was 65 per cent.
a ship-captain at sea finds another ship aban- This, and the governor's and the consul's claim,
doned as lost he may take possession of her, and the auctioneer's fees, left the owner, M. O.
------ Roberts, Esq., five per cent. only of what was
* TABLE OF WRECKS OF AMERICAN VESSELS saved.


FltO~I 1858 TO ,1868. There are said to be about 40CO men en-
Year. No. Value.
1858..•••..••..••..•••••• 355 •.•. $8,897,665 gaged in the wrecking business in the United
1859 (9 months) 300 •.•• 8,389,271 States, but I know no means of fixing the act-
1860 (11months) 405 ...• 12,011,030 I b 'I'h t f th k
1861....•...•....•..•..•. 5058 17,367,100 ua num er, e great mass 0 . e wrec ers
1862....•..•....••....... 452 12,765,060 of this country live on the most dangerous parts
1863.........•••......... 452 20,531.800 of the sea-coast, a largc majority of them being
1864..........•..•..•.... 495 20,449,850
1865.........•••..••...•• 502 33,794,300 located on the Atlantic. The Maine and Mas-
~~3L'.:::::::::::.:::::m ~g~g~~sachusetts .cloasdts,intelr'spel"i;cdand hrok;I~1by
1868 (9 months) 257 11,698,500 I numerous IS au s, are avorite resorts. iere
Total, 10years 5 mouths.ssss .... $198,702,876 , is a large colony of them on Nantucket Island
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-the region of Martha's Vineyard Sonnd be- and fog will bring; yet they are not wholly
ing one of the most dangerous on the coast. hardened in feeling. They will spring as
The wreckers' huts, half buried in the sand, readily to rescue life without reward as to
may be seen at Barnegat, and along the nurn- save property for pay, and they hesitate not
berless other inlets of New Jersey, in a profu- to face any danger to save life. They do it
sion which clearly indicates the dangerous char- from a love of adventure and its excitements;
acter of that coast. Indeed, the whole coast of the dangerous occupation by which they live is
the" pocket" formed by Long Island, New York, the labor of all others they most delight in, and
and New .Iersey, is well peopled with wreckers, I its very hardships and dangers are charms to
who know that it is one of the most dangerous natures like theirs.
localities in the country. Key \Vest is also a On the low flat coasts, which they most fre-
favorite locality with them, and a large fleet quent, the storm signals at night or the gun
of wreckers' craft may always be found cruis- by day readily concentrates the wreckers, in
ing among the dangerous reefs of that region. I common with the other coast residents, for ac-


The organization among the various colonies I tion in succoring a doomed ship. Owing to
of wreckers is not very extensive or complete. the provisions of the law which makes it their
A few chief ones are owners of schooners and interest to save life before property, their first
sloops about the usual size of pilot-hoats-say effort at succor, even when their humane feel-
from 20 to 80 tons-e-and give employment to ings do not prompt it, is made in connection
numerous others. To stimulate the crews to with the life-boatmen, Where the facilities of
activity no wages are paid, but each man has life-boat and life-car are at hand, the wreckers
a proportionate share of the earnings of each form no small proportion of the crews which
cruise, after a certain part is set apart for the risk life in the life-boat; and they are to be
"flag" or vessel. As a general rule the most found hauling at the rope attached to the life-
of the wreckers are what would be called" hard car. When the apparatus for the preservation
characters." They are nsually old salts who of life is not at hand, the best means possible
have found life before the mast unendurable in are resorted to. A frequent means of eonvey-
consequence of the discipline necessary aboard ing a cable from the ship to the shore is to
ship. They are by nature brave and daring throw overboard from the former a cask, to
to an extent bordering on recklessness; care- which the line is attached. The cask is cast
less of the present and indifferent to the fu- ashore by the waves, and the cable, seized by
ture; too easy of conscience and too free of the wreckers, is soon stretched from ship to
hand; their interests make them enjoy "a shore. A hardy sailor from the ship, or a
strong wind with a nasty swell and hazy with- wrecker or life-boatman from the shore, makes
al ;" and they look .forwurd with keen zest and his cat-like way along the line, dragging a sec-
eager expectation for the wrecks which swell and line with him. To this is attached a strong


THE S'l'OU.M SIHNAL.
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basket, or box, or bam mock, or any available ar-
tide to be had on ship or sbore; it is swung
with block and tackle to the cable, and, human-
freighted, it is dragged through the storm to
the shore. A second line is attached by which
to draw the improvised life-car back again; and
it continues its trips until all are saved. The
rescued persons are at once taken to the near-
est huts, if a government station is not at hand,
and are there attended by the wives and daugh-
ters of the wreckers. Persons are frequently
carried to the wreckers' huts even when a gov-
ernment house is ncar by, for two reasons: the
government houses are ,'cry seldom in proper
condition to receive weak and exhausted per-
sons; and, in the second place, the rescued per-
sons who are carried to the wreckers' houses
may prove to be rich and generons-or they
may be robbed! There have been many com-
plaints that the humane actions of wreckers in
thus caring for rescued persons cloaked designs
of robbery; but I am disposed to think that the
motives which prompt such conduct in nine
cases out of ten do honor to the wreckers.


All life being rescued the work of saving prop-
erty at once begins. If the sea is too heavy to


admit of a sloop approaching the wreck the life-
boat or improvised car lands a few of the crew
on the vessel, and every part of the cargo which
will float and which will hear wetting is thrown
to the waves, and by them carried ashore. Here
they are gathered together for future appraise-
ment bv the underwriter's agent. Thev nrc not
broken' open and rifled as most persons suppose,
but placed under strict guard. Occasionally a
basket or two of wine suffers, and the wrcckers
have" a good time," or a bale of cotton goods
or a case of clothing is sometimes confiscated to
immediate wants; but the risk incurred of los-
ing all salvage awards by such petty robberies
renders them of infrequent occurrence.


When calmer weather permits the approach
of the boats, the stripping of the wreck, if it
should not have gone to pieces in the storm (the
former process is resorted to only when it is
probable that the ship will be totally destroyed),
begins in grave earnest. The wreckers' sloops
swoop down upon it like carrion birds upon a
carcass, and gathering about it, take on board
all the available cargo, and such of the rigging
and appointments of the ship as arc worth pre-
serving. 'When only the bare and empty car-
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cass is left it is abandoned to the winds and I Island. The telegraph announr-ed the fact to
waves, and to time which rots it, if the other Captain Samnel Sam nels, the President of th."
elements do not scatter it far and near. Submarine Company of New York, at half past


The foregoing account and description of . nine, and at ten o'clock the wrecking-boat Iiescu«
wrecking applies to a system as old as wrecks was under "yay to her aid. Tho schooner .illar,?1
themselves, but one which is still in existence E. 'Vitlimlls went ashore at Jones's Inlet, Long
in nearly all parts of the world. Of late years Island, and springing a leak, soon had seven feet
considerable has been done in the way of 01'- of water in her hold. The disaster oecnrre.I at
p'anizing and systematizing the wrecking serv- two o'clock A.M. ; at twelve o'clock the same d:1Y
ice in certain l~calities by the establislm;ent of the pumps of the wrecking-boat Pltilip, Caj.tain
large wrecking companies, There are several Charles Hazzard, were at work on her, and at
such companies now existing at this time in four o'clock A.1\I. on October I3-twcnty-six
Boston, New York, Norfolk, and New Orleans. hours after the clisaster--the schooner was he-
Each company has a fleet of steamers of all ing repaired at the dry-dock in New York. The
sizes ana all kinds, fitted up with immense I arrangements are such, indeed, that the organ-
pnmps for exhausting water from the hold of ized companies at a distance can ncr, as f,:r a,;
sunken ships, and a fire apparatus for extin- saving property is concerned, almost if not quit«
guishing flames. They have also the various as soon as the vveckers on the very scene of the
lifting powcrs-from the old style casks and the disaster.
blocking process to the hydraulic pre", and the The system of the various companies is not a
"gntta-percha pontoons." The latter article little singular. The Boston company has a
is a unique invention. The" pontoons" are general supervision of the coast of N CYi En-
shaped like a balloon, covered with netting, and gland; the beat, so to speak, of the Submarine
attached by hose to air-tanks. A number of Company of New York extends from Montauk
thcm are sunk and attached to a submerged Point, Long Island, to the capes of Virginia;
ship by the divers, and being simultaneously in- Norfolk companies watch the coast to Hatteras;
flated with air they lift the ship to the surface, I the old style wreckers at Key "Vcst cruiso in
Other means have been found to be cheaper than their sailing vessels along the Fest of the At-
this, and the" pontoons" are now little used, lauric coast and the Gulf coast as far as :1>10-


As a general rule these boats can not always bile; thence westward the New Orleans corn-
afford. immediate aid in saving lifo, but the ar- parries claim and exercise jurisdiction. Let us
r.mgemeuts of the best companies are such that take one of these beats as an illustration; that,
assistance is dispatched in a few hours after It for instance, of the New York company along
wreck occurs. And in some instances life has the Long Island, New Jersey, Delaware, ami
been saved. In N overnber last the large pack- Maryland coasts. The company has boats stu-
et-ship Isaac IVebb was rapidly drifting ashore tioned at New York, Sandy Hook, Barnegat,
at Sandy Hook in a heavy gale, and was in im- and Atlantic City; and along the entire line of
minent danger of going to pieces in the break- coast, living within sight of each other, nurner-
ers. The wrecking- boat PhiZ,l', belonging to ous agents who daily patrol the coast on the
the Snbrnurine 'Wrecking and Towing Company look-out for wrecks. Aftcr every gale from the
of New York, was cruising in the vicinity at thc cast the boats cruise along the coast in search
time, and, seeing her signal of distress, ran of vessels in distress. Every morning the coast
alongside, dang crous as the operation was, and agents of the company, who are generally old
attaching a cable (hew her from the reef into i farmers or fishermen living along the coast, are
deep water, where she sank. "Had the Phil- lout with their glasses on their beat. If they
ip been half an hour
later," said the cap-
tain, "many lives
must have been lost,"
Such instances of
prompt aid are neces-
sarily rare, since the
vessels can not always
he near at hand; but
in the ordinary course
of business, so perfect
are the arrangements
of the New YOl:k com-
pany, that only It few
hours elapse before
assistance is sent. On
Nov. 4, 1868, the
packet-ship Fro11tie,.
went ashore at ninc
o'clock A.M., near
Hempstead, Long 8'l'EAM WRZCKI"G-TUG.
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discover any vessel ashore or in distress they few veal's hence the whole United States coast
hastily ride to the nearest telegraph station-a will be patrolled by the steam wrecking boats
line runs the whole length of the coast-and of organized and responsible companies as reg-
send a dispatch giving the information. This ularly as by the sloops and schooners of the old
dispatch is addressed to the President at the style wreckers.
head-quarters of the company, 62 South Street; ·It is a principle of maritime law that no
but it is also" dropped" at all the boat-stations, claim for salvage can be established unless
so that the boats may be ready to act on orders proof is adduced of the abandonment of the
from Captain Samuels. On the receipt of the wreck by its crew, 01' that the captain 01' mas-
dispatch the President sends by tclegraph 01'- tel' in command has asked by signal 01' other-
del'S to the nearest boat to proceed to the aid wise for assistance. Ofteu when vessels have
of the wrecked vessel. The process pursued on been run ashore, 01' are stranded on a shifting
the ani val at the wreck depends on the condi- sand 01' sunk in shoal water, a master may de-
tion of the vessel to be aided, and is not mate- cline assistance from the salvors, or may make
rially different from those heretofore described. a special bargain with them to aid in getting
The superior arrangements and facilities of the him all'. Sometimes the wreckers, on the other
company's steam-vessels enable them to act hand, persuade a captain, unacquainted with
with more promptitude and effect than the the coast, to abandon his stranded vessel, and
coast wreckers with their sailing vessels. then taking advantage of their knowledge of


The organization of companies on the plan the sands and the tides they manage to get her
of'the New York Submarine is rapidly producing off and claim salvage. Of course these parleys
a great change in our wrecking system; and are held only in regard to vessels to which there
will doubtless lead to the invention not only of is no immediate danger, or where life is not in
superior appliances but superior boats. The periL
business of these companies is already extend- Those peculiar" apostles of free trade," the
ing so rapidly as to lead to the hope that in a J smugglers, have always had their apologists.
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Even Buckle, in his" History of Civilization," great that it is utterly impossible to entirely
in portraying the condition to which a too high suppress and exterminate the smugglers. Mr.
protective tariff' had brought England, has sug- Nathan Sargent, United Stutes Commissioner
gestcd an excuse for them. Blanqui, an ex- of Customs, and the officer charged with the
tremist among free trade economists, has bold- prevention of smuggliug, has declared that the
ly declared that" to smuggling it is owing that proposed repeal of a law offering inducements
commerce did not perish under the influence to citizens to expose smugglers of whose oper-
of prohibitive laws." The sternest moralist ations they may become informed, will make
returning from Havana may argue himself into "smuggling not only a highly profitable busi-
carrying a few hundred cigars above the legal ness, but one that may be prosecuted with com-
allowance, and yet be thought none the less parativcly little risk." If the additional iu-
moral by his fellow-smokers; and one rather ducement of a high protective tariff is added, it
admires the tact of the charming creature who is the opinion of men experienced in trade and
tells him, withont a conscious blush or the slight- political economy that we will soon become a
est twinge of conscience, that her rich Valenci- nation of smugglers. The first step has been
ennes was smuggled from France on some oth- taken since Mr. Sargent wrote, and the second
er part of her handsome person than that which. may yet he. At various times extensive corn-
it now adorns. But governments have never binations between large merchants in this coun-
been known to talk of smugglers in apologetic try and others in Europe have existed by which
terms, or look upon their deeds with pardoning the payment of duties may be avoided, much to
smiles. Our government, though peculiar in the damage of all honest merehunts. Unwise
many respects, is not singular in this, and the legislation on this subject may not only extend
most perfectly organized department of our 1'0- these, but turn our coast farmers and wreckers
lice of the sea is the Revenue Service, The into ready and willing aids, or at least lead
Treasury Department may fail to oil its lights them to eountenance the operations of the
and restore its light-houses, and forget to man smugglers. If the coast residents have no in-
its life-boats, but its revenue marine is com- duccments to expose villainy they will not go to
paratively full and well served. Still, it is in- expense and trouble to do it; and they will as
adequate for its duties. certainly fail to complain of, or object to, the


The extent of smuggling, and the consequent midnight impressment of their horses and wag-
loss to the revenue of the United States, can ons for the conveyance of contraband goods, as is
not from the very nature, and doubtless from now sometimes done, if an apology for the rude-
the magnitude of such operations, be euurner- ness in the shape of a holt of goods or other
ared in figures. The facilities for smuggling valuables is left in their stead. "No one,"
au our extended and varied frontier are so I said Commissioner Sargent, alluding to the fa-
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cilit ies for smuggling on our coast, "cau fully seen afar off," says Mr. Sargent, "by the
realize them who has never traveled along our small craft, by means of which smuggling on
northern boundary line from Eastport, Maine, the coast is done, and long ere the cutters can
to Port Angeles, Washington Territory, a dis- descry the latter thev have taken shelter behind
ranee of fromthree to four thousand miles, or some island, run into S01ne inlet, bayou, or
who has never attempted to stop blockade-run- river, within ten miles of which, perhaps, the
uing along our southern coast. But perhaps, cutters can not approach, What is needed, in
after all," he adds, "the port of New York-a place of these large and very expensive steam-
labvrinthine world of itself-affords as great, ers, is small, light-draught boats, that have
if not greater, facilities for defrauding the rev- speed enough to overhaul uny water eraf't,
cnuc, by evading payment of duties, as any oth- and which will require not more than live
er locality; and I have reason to believe that hands to man them, With such crafts smug-
the most of what is done there is done on a gling along the coast may be prevented; with
large scale." And also on a small scale too, those now in the service, never."
if we are to judge from tlfe same officer's re- 'I'he manner in which the Marine is used can
port; for he states that of the $1,268,14040 of best be explained by describing tbe opera tious
seizures made in 18G7 by inspectors of passen- of the inspectors in port-say in that of New
gel's' baggage in all the ports of the country, York The inspectors and special agents and
}~7BI,070 13f),or considerably over one-half, was detectives are required to assemble daily for
made in the port of New York alone. duty at the Revenue Bargo-office, a small, din-


To prevent smuggling the Government main- gy, white, and peculiarly-shaped building loca-
tains a fleet of steamers, which is called <Cthe ted on the Battery, at 11,eextreme southern end
Revenue Marine." It consists of 413vessels, of Now York city. Here One of the two tugs
comprising 26 steamers and 18 sailing vessels. kept for boarding purposes is always in waiting.
The majority of the steamers are large, ranging When a steamer is telegraphed from Sandy
from 13;iO tons burden upward to most unwieldy Hook as entering the harbor the tug steams
monsters, and all painted black from stem to IIp, and with its detail of inspectors, varied in
stern, Four of the steamers, however, are number according to the size and character of
small steam-tugs employed ill special hoard- the steamer arriving, puts off to meet the spok-
ing and inspecting serviee at New York, Bos- , en vessel. When the two meet, the steamer,
ton, and New Orleans. The cutters are al- recognizing the Revenue flag with its vertical
most too large, and they are .really intended stripes, at once comes to; the tug runs np along-
rather to collect the revenue than to prevent side, and the inspectors march boldly on hoard;
its spoilation" by smugglers. "They can he that is, most of them; but one at least of the
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more experienced detectives smuggles himself on; an assurance that their names are not to he
board unobserved, and at once mingles among II made known; otherwise their property, if not
the passengers, He observes the actions of each, their lives, would be in danger. In lSG7 Con-
and picks out, with educated eyes, every smug-I gress in part repealed this 1>1\\.' by withdrawing
gler on board; the old ones he knows; the am- the pecuniary inducement. The cffcet is not
atom-s betray themselves by manner if not by I yet visible, but it is not difficult to conceive
word. In the mean time the chief of the in- what it will be. Legislation on this branch
specters has examined the passenger-list, and is of'fhe coast service has not becn much wise!'
prepared to begin. an examination of th: b~g- i or more liberal than in the other not less im-
f~age. Un roaching the dock cornnumication : portant departments.
with the shore is prohibited; the passengers be-I We might take a wise lesson in this matter
come prisoners, and baggage for once takes pl'e- from England. An organization on our coast
cedence of owner. When all the baggage is on ! similar to that known as the Coast-Gnurd of
the wharf the examination begins. Owners: Enghnd would largely add to the efficiency of
are called upon to point out their trunks, the I the light-honse, life-boat, salvage, and customs
keys are demanded, and the contents examined. services of the country.
\Vhen the passenger is suspected by the special II Tho English coastgunrd was first organized
detective, who conveys his suspicions to the in- during the time of Napoleon I., and was origin-
specters by signs, or by the inspector himself. II ally intended to defend the coasts from sudden
in eonsequencc of nelTOUS manner and uneasy descents of the ene-tHy, and to give warning of
movements, the' trunks are searched u second ! the approac-h of his fleets. The whole coast of
time more thoroughly, or perhaps the person I England was patrolled day and night, and a
of the passenger is also examined or ~'gone! scmaphoric telegraph, 01' series of signal stations,
through." Where nothing consrnband is found! encircled the "tight little island," rcndering
the trunks are passed through the gates of the I commuuication easy and rapid. When Napo-
dock and the passenger is at liberty. If con- lcon died the English did not disband their
traband goods are found, but the manner of the coast-guard, but employed it in another dircc-
owner leads the inspector to think he is igno- tion, and attempted with it to baffle the schemes
rant of the fact, he is allowed to ]lay tho duty of the smugglers. A t that time smuggling was
and carry off the goods. But ·those dutiable very remunerative and extensive. The annual
goods found in suspicious quantities or places sum lost to the British Government by the im-
in the trunk or on the persons of individuals go portation of contraband goods from France
to enrieh the Government. Professional smug- alone was estimated at $4,OOO,O()O in gold. In
glers ha.ve been frequently captured in this port 1822 fifty-two vessels as blockaders, 1500 men
with fifty 01" more gold watches on each of their of the navy, and the whole coast-guard were en-
pel'sons, with diamonds secreted in their boot- gaged in suppressing smugglers. But in the
heels, and lace sewed in hl{J-rugs, soiled linen, end it was found that the expense of this pre-
anti under-skirts. The present system of spe- vent ive force was larger than the amount saved
cial inspectors has been only lately introduced, to the customs. The free traders came iuto
but its signal success will probably lead to its power, and successive reductions in the duties
cxtension. The $1 ,2G8, 140 40 of extra seiz- put an end to smuggling in a cheap, legitimate
ures made in this wav in 1SG7 cost the Govern- way. Bnt still the English did not disband the
men t an extra expense of only $ [1G, 582, show- co~st-guard; it was employed in still another
ing a net profit for that year of over a million direetion, and was ordered to do battle with the
of dollars to the Government. tempests!


The most offeeri ve part of the system for pre- The coast-guard is now, and has been since
venting coast SJnng-
gling belongs to the
land service. By an
old law of 17Dll he
who gives .inforrnn-
tion upon 'which seiz-
ures and forfeitures
are made is entitled
to one-fourth of the
forfeiture. It is this
hope of gain which
has induced farmers,
fishermen, and wreck-
ers to give informa-
tion to the officers of
customs of smuggling
operations near thei r
halritatinns. They
give such inform;-
tion invariably under RKVEI"1iE: ou-r-ran O~ PATltOL.
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1857, when it became a part of the Admiralty
and ceased to be a branch of the customs serv-
ice, the marine police of England. It forms
both a fleet and an army. The fleet consists
of 38 watch-vessels, 12' guard-ships, and 48
cruisers. Tbe force of the army I do not know
precisely, but it is neal' 4000 strong, The coast
is divided into districts, each commanded by a
captain of the royal mtvy, with the usual sub-
officers as staff. Each district is divided into
stations, at each of which a certain proportion
-from 10 to 15 men-of the force is lodged.
The stations consist of groups of the or six cot-
tages, surrounded by a wall and fronting the
sea, and a watch-tower furnished with tele-
scopes, etc. The wives and families of the
guardsmen live with thcm in their cottages frec
of rent. The pay I do not know, bat believe
it is about the same as that of a man-of-wars-
man, which the guardsman must have been for
seven years, and in which he must have distin- ; is described as foremost in affording aid to ship-
guished himself, before he can get into the coast wrecked seamen, Miss Gurney was the first
service, They are not admitted after the age person in England to maintain at private ex-
of 3,; veal'S, nor retained after 65, but pensioned pense a life-boat, and she was accustomed to
($100 per annum ) after twenty years' service. being wheeled in her chair to the beach during
It is the riches cast np by the sea which is the, the wildest storms to superintend the operations
chief reward of the guardsman in active service. of the boatmen. lIer name does not appeal'
In cases of wreck, after all lire is saved, the among the list of donors of boats to the present
guardsman is permitted to do duty on his own Institution; bnt it is known that Miss Gurney
account as a wrecker, and not a little of the left, at her death, all her means to establish
aggregate salvage awards of England are made life-boats on the coast of Norfolk, This ex-
to the coast-guards. ample has been largely followed in England


Their duties are simple, but often dangerous. since; and the establishment of a life-boat on
The navy cruises along the coast, keeping a a dangerous coast is now looked apon by En-
look-out for ships in distress, and a sharp eye on glishmen as a most practical method of giving
suspicious vessels. The force on shore has little thanks to God for some mercy received. Since
to do by day but to walk the beat or district, the organization of the Royal National Life-
watch through their telescopes the sea and the boat Institution in 1824 donations of this char-
clouds for ships and storms, and to communicate acter have gone to swell its fleet until it num-
with the next post. At night the coast-guards- bored, in April, 18G8, one hundred and six tv-
men on their beat watch the light-houses and eight boat". (The whole number of lif'e-bo,{ts
report their condition-thus proving constant I in England, including those of the coast-guard,
spies on the keepers, and securing, by this sur- , harbors, and corporations, was 207.) A per"on
vcillance, the faithful execution of their most giving a life-boat to the lnstitution has the priv-
important duties. They observe and report the ilege of naming her and desiguating the coast
movements of all suspicious craft, and by means on which she shall sene. I find numerous do-
of the electric telegraph, which now surrounds nations of boats attributed, in the report of the
Great Britain, pa"s their iuformation from sta- Institution for 18G8, to persons who had been
tion to station. They watch the barometers, and rescued from shipwreck, or in the name of those
all the other natural and scientific storm indica- lost at sea, and us " thank-offerings."
tors, and telegraph every meteorulogical change The Institution has now been in active oper-
to Greenwich Observatory and the Admiralty I ation since 1824. In that year the boats uf the
Honse. They man in an emergency the life- Institution, aside from those uf the coast-guard,
boats which are attached to the stations, and i saved 124 lives. The uumber annnally saved
often are among the first to volunteer service I since has increased regularly with the increase
in the boats of the Royal National Life-boat In- of boats. In 1B67 the number of lives saved
stitution, was 108G; the total for 44 years was 16,987.


The latter organization, one of the most purely In addition to the lives saved in 181j7 thirty-
philanthropic associations which has ever exist- five vessels were saved from destruction, and
ed, may really be considered a part of the coast- assistance was rendered to 19 others. Amung
guard service. The coast-guard district com- other vessels saved from being wrecked by the
mander is a member of the district committee life-boatmen was the A. L. Routh, of New York,
of the Institution. Some of the coast-guards with a crew of IG soul". The lives of 20 other
volunteer under the coxswain-superintendents American seamen were saved from the wrecks
in charge of the boats of the Institution in! of the ,VOl" Wcsta, of Boston ; Thornton, of New
nenrly every emergency. Of the 724, gold and I York; and Ant, of Bostun.


silver medals of honor issued bv tile Institution
since 1824 to humane and intrepid persons who
have risked their lives in saving others, 207 were
given to coast-guardsmen. More coast-guards-
men wear the Albert medal, given by the Queen
in person, than men of any other profession,
trade, or service. But, though a distinct organ-
ization, the Life-boat Institution is now consid-
ered a part of the coast-police of England, and
as such its operations are well worthy of our at-
tention and emulation. •


Its published history does not say so but it
is not improbable that the first idea ~f tl;e Life-
boat Institution was given bv Anna Gurnev the
"crippled lady of N';rfolk,'" in whose honor ,Jo-
anna Baillle wrote her" Night Scene bv the
Sea," and in which Miss Gurney, •


"One with Ilmbs nerve-bound,
Whose fect had uever touched the ground,"








PATROLMEN EXCHANGING CHECKS.


rrHE AMERICAN LH'E-SA VING SERVICE.


No subject at the present moment is those who go out in ships are painfully
more replete with vital and romantic aware that the elements are beyond hu-


interest at home and abroad than that of man control, and that the bewildering
the American Life-saving Service. Its brief dangers of night tempests confound the
history teems with incident and instruc- most careful reckoning.
tion. Its wonderful achievements have The coasts of the United States are
given it wide celebrity the world over, and more extended than those of any other
foreign journals are advocating the adop- maritime country on the globe, and are
tion of its methods in European countries. fraught with peculiar dangers to naviga-
While the operations of the Coast Survey tors. Unlike the coasts of Great Britain,
and Light-house Board have .greatly di-I which are thickly populated, the coasts.
minished the hazards of ocean travel, of the United States where wrecks most
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fort extend succor to the shipwrecked
upon the shores of the British Isles, and
within the half-century have saved up-
ward of twenty-five thousand lives. In
France, Germany, Austria, Italy, and
Turkey are similar organizations. In
Russia a " Society for Assistance at Ship-
wreck" was formed, in imitation of that
of Great Britain, a few years since, under
the patronage of one member of the im-
perial family. And in Norway, Portu-
gal, and some.other foreign countries the
humane work has progressed to a moder-
ate extent.


The American Life-saving Service un-
der its present elaborate system of relief
is ten years old. Its development covers
nearly a century. The initiatory move-
ment was the organization by a few be-
nevolent persons of the Massachusetts.
Humane Society in 1786. In attempting
to alleviate the miseries of shipwreck on
the Massachusetts coast, smal l huts were
built; and in 1807 the fh-st life-boat sta-
tion was established at Cohasset. The So-
ciety depended upon voluntary crews, but
so much was accomplished of value that
some pecuniary aid was received, as time
wore on, from both State and general gov-
ernments. The magnificent work of the
Coast Survey, begun in earnest in 1832,
absorbed the resources of Congress for a.
decade and a half, during which period
nothing was attempted in the way of life-
saving except through voluntary societies.
A few public vessels were, indeed, author-
ized in 1837to cruise near the coast for the
assistance of shipping in distress, but it
was through the movement in aid of com-
merce, which extended to the light-house
system. In 1847, five thousand dollars
were appropriated by Congress toward
furnishing light-houses on the Atlantic
with the facilities for aiding shipwrecked
mariners. The money, after remaining
in the Treasury two years unused, was
permitted to be expended by the Massa-
chusetts society upon Cape Cod. In the
summer of 1848, the Hon. vVilliam A.
Newell, then a member of the House of
Representatives from New Jersey, incited
by some terrible shipwrecks on the coast
of that State, induced Congress, through
his eloquence, to appropriate ten thou-
sand dollars for providing surf-boats and
other appliances "for the protection of
life and property from shipwreck on the
coast between Sandy Hook and Little
Egg Harbor." During the next session a.


frequently occur-notably those of Mas-
sachusetts, Long Island, New Jersey, and
North Carolina-are desolate and far re-
movedfrom human habitations. Notwith-
standing the magnitude of the undertak-
ing, our young nation has been foremost
among the nations of the earth to estab-
lish a branch of government for the spe-
cific purpose of rescuing the shipwrecked
along her borders. All life-saving insti-
tutions elsewhere are supported by volun-
tary contributions. The subject has at-
tracted more or less attention ever since
the times of antiquity. In China, cen-
turies ago, was organized the first humane
society for the salvage of human life from
the perils of the sea; in civilized Europe,
however, no regular system for reward-
ing the life-saver, or any published di-
rections for the instant treatment of the
partially drowned, existed prior to the es-
tablishment of the Royal Humane Society
in Great Britain in 1774. Ten years lat-
er the first life-boat was invented by Lio-
nel Lukin, a coach-builder in Long Acre,
London, and tried on the Thames un-
der the auspices of the Prince of Wales,
afterward George IV., but it was not
brought into use; and in 1789 another was
constructed by Henry Greathead, a boat-
builder, which performed no special serv-
ice until 1791,when it saved the crew of
a Sunderland brig wrecked at the en-
trance of the Tyne. In the course of the
next dozen years thirty or more life-boats
were constructed, and when two hundred
persons had been rescued from death
through their meansat the mouth of the
Tyne alone, Parliament voted twelve hun-
dred pounds to the inventor. But the
work languished until 1823,when a stir-
ring appeal to the English public from
Sir Wi lliam Hillary, Bart., who, while
residing on the Isle of Man, had witnessed
some of the harrowing scenes attending
the loss of vessels and their crews, struck
a sympathetic chord in many hearts, and
resulted in the formation of the" Royal
National Institution for the Preservation
of Life from Shipwreck," which included
in its active membership scions of the no-
bility, gentry, and merchants of the king-
dom. Algernon, Duke of Northumber-
land, became its president in 1851, and
threw his whole heart into the work. At
his death, in 1866,the office was filled by
the present Duke of Northumberland.
At this time three large and liberally sup-
ported branches of British life-saving ef-







still larger appropri-
ation was obtained.
Twenty-two station-
houses were erected
on the coasts of New
Jersey and Long Isl-
and, and although
no persons were paid
or authorized to take
charge of them, and
they were manned by
extemporized crews,
their value in sever-
al cases of shipwreck
was so great that
Congress made fur-
ther appropriations
from year to year,
and stations and life-
boats gradually mul-
tiplied. Through the
pressure of a shock-
ing event in 1854-
the loss of three hun-
dred Iives off the New
Jersey coast-a local
superintendent was
employed. a keeper
assigned to each sta-
tion, and bonded cus-
todians placed in
charge of the life-
boats, which had been
repeatedly stolen;
but the absence of
drilled and disci-
plined crews, of gen-
eral regulations, and
of energetic central administration, ren-
dered the record of the institution unsat-
isfactory, and its benefits checkered by
the saddest failures.


In the year 1871, Sumner 1. Kimball
succeeded to the head of the Revenue
Marine Bureau of the Treasury Depart-
ment, under the charge of which were the
life-saving stations. He made it his first
business to ascertain their condition.
Captain John Faunce was detailed to make
a tour of inspection, and was accompanied
a portion of the way by Mr. Kimball him-
self. The buildings were found neglect-
ed and dilapidated, the apparatus rusty or
broken, portable artioles had been carried
off, the salaried keepers were often liv-
ing at a distance from their posts, some
of them too old for service, and others
incompetent, and the volunteer crews
were in a quarrelsome temper with each
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SUMNER 1. KIMBALL.


other and with the coast population.
Then commenced that vigorous prosecu-
tion of reform which has crowned the
humane work with unprecedented suc-
cess. Making the most of slender appro-
priations, and in the face of perpetual
discouragements, this one man, the chief
of a bureau, pushed on by philanthropic
impulses and guided by unerring judg-
ment, brought a complete and orderly
system into effect. It was not the work
of a day, nor of a year. It required pa-
tience, sagacity, and rare powers of or-
ganization and government. He knew
no office hours, working day and night
at what many were pleased to consider a
hopeless task. In his brain originated
the idea of guarding the entire coasts of
the nation through the planting of a chain
of fortresses to be garrisoned by disci-
plined conquerors of the sea. It is a mat-
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ryrnan, of the Rev-
enue Marine, sur-
veyed in 1873, by
order of Congress,
the vast and varied
coasts of the oceans
and lakes, investiga-
ting personally the
characteristics of the
dangerous localities,
and holding consul-
tations with under-
writers, ship - own-
ers, captains of ves-
sels, and veteran
surfmen. The re-
port of this commis-
sion placed before
Congress a minute
account of the dis-
asters to vessels on
every mile of coast
for the previous ten
years; a bill based
upon it, prepared by


tel' of public record, and generally known Mr. Kimball, became a law June 20, 1874.
to the country, that through his practical It provided for the extension of the field
devotion to the cause this has been so of this great national work of humanity:
nearly accomplished. for the bestowal of medals of honor upon


In reorganizing what there was of the persons risking their lives to save others;
Service, he prepared a code of regulations and empowered the collection and tabula-
for its absolute control. The duties of tion of statistics of disaster to shipping,
every man employed were minutely de- which, by reference to the periodicity of
fined. The lazy, the careless, and the marine casualties, aided in determining
unworthy were dismissed, and men chos- the points most needing protection, and
en to fin their places with sale reference in various other ways benefited both gov-
to integrity and professional fitness. Pol- ernment and maritime interests.
itics was abolished. That is, experts in It is impossible to exaggerate the aw-
the surf were regarded as of more conse- ful cireumstances attending a shipwreck.
quenee to drowning victims than voters The important machinery which human
of any particular political ticket. The genius has contrived for saving life and
station -houses were repaired, and in- property confided to the waves is hardly
creased in numbers as fast as the means less remarkable than the courage and
afforded by Congress would allow; the ap- skill required to manage it successfully.
pliances for life-saving were restored, and A room has been set apart in the Trea-
improved from year to year through the sury Building at Washington for a col-
best inventions and discoveries in this or Iection of models of all known Iife-sav-
any other country, and a rigid system of ing appliances. This is free to the pub-
inspection and of patrol was inaugurated. lic, and is visited daily by crowds. The


The steps by which the institution polite colored custodian answers all ques-
reached its present plane of usefulness tions with sublime enthusiasm, and ex-
would furnish an interesting chapter. The plains, when desired, the various merits
record of the first season on the New York and uses of the exhibits. Upon the wall
and New Jersey coasts, where the new hangs the India-rubber life-saving dress
system first went into actual operation, invented by Clark S. Merriman in 1852,
showed that every person imperiled by which he tells you was introduced into
shipwreck was saved. Oonsequently a our stations long before the exploits of
commission, consisting of Mr. Kimball, Paul Boyton gave it celebrity, and that
Captain Faunce, and Captain J. H. Mer- , "it is impious to the air, and therefore


LIFE·BOAT STATION ON LAKE MICHIGAN.
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its wearer can neither drown nor freeze";
and adjusting the cork life-belt, designed
by Rear-Admiral Ward in 1854, about his
body to illustrate how perfectly the wear-
er has the free use of
his limbs in any po-
sition, he says, "It
possesses the life-sa v-
ing property of three
persons, the one by
whom it is worn, and
the two he assists in
the water." Then,
again, in forcible, if
not alwavs classic,
Saxon, h~ describes
the model of the won-
derful English life-
boat: "It is built
upon the principles
of sheer and gravita-
tion. It will not up-
set; but if it does up-
set, it will right itself
again immediately.
It shoots into the
maddening element
with all the grace
of a duck from the
grassy lawn."


The dangers to which the crew of a life- the wind, that its towage by steam-tug is
boat are exposed entitle those who cncoun- often necessary to enable it to reach a
tel' them to the greatest credit. The Eng- wreck at a distance. Two masts, made
lish life-boat is in general use upon our detachable, are provided, fitted with two
great lakes, where piers or steep shores lug-sails and a jib. The lighter six-oared
command deep water, and upon the Pa- surf-boat, weighing from seven hundred
cific coast: but its heavy weight (from to one thousand pounds, is the American
two to foul' tons) and draught render its product which best suits the shallow wa-
use impracticable along the fiat beach- tel'S of our Eastern beaches, varied some-
es of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Its what in construction, usually of cedar,
self-righting and self-bailing properties with white-oak frame, without keel, and
comprehend nearly a century of study air-cases at the ends and along the interi-
and experiment, outgrowing from the or sides under the thwarts, which make it
original invention of Lukin; the fanner insubmergible. It is drawn upon wheels
is effected by a ponderous false keel of to a point opposite the wreck by the men
iron, which gives the lower part a con- themselves where no horses are provided.
stant determination toward the water, When launched, it is guided by a long-
while an equal determination from the steering oar, the helmsman standing erect
water is maintained for the upper portion in the stern. The snrfmen, with their
of the boat by air-cases at the sides and backs to the sea, fix their eyes upon him,
ends, scientifically proportioned. The and ply their oars in obedience to his di
self-bailing advantage is gained by a deck rections, and mark his slightest gesture.
adjusted according to the draught of the It is the refinement of huma.n dexterity
boat; thus, whatever the load, the deck is I to mount the breakers in this little shell.
above the load line, and is fitted with and no sight is more impressive. The
tubes through the boat's bottom, with wreck reached, whether by day or night,
self-acting valves opening downward to the most careful management is necessa-
the pressure of water shipped by the boat, ry to avoid collision with the plunging
and closing from the pressure of the jets hull and floating and falling wreckage;


,
from below. It is launched through me-
chanical contrivances from piers or high
places directly into deep water; but it is
so heavy, and makes such resistance to


SELF-RIGHTING LIFE-BOAT.
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rXITED STATES LIFE-SAVING STATIOX ON TIm :EASTERN COAST.


and the taking ofl' the people from a dis-
mantled and sinking ship, and safe return
with them to the shore, is indeed a picture
tor the imagination.


'I'hrough wliat seemed magnan imous
legislation the work of the service was
crowned with brilliant success, and the
creation of new stations stoadilv contin-
ued until 1877. The storm-signa! system
of the Signal Service was al so con nected
with several of the life-saving stations on
the New Jersey coast, and subsequently
extended to other stations. The signal
officer was allowed to occupy a. room in
the lifesaving buildings, and in turn the
Signal Service granted the use of its tole-
g-raph lines for life-saving purposes. But
In the rapid development of the eillcicncy
of the Service th« law-makers were out-
distanced, failing to keep pace with the
demands upon the national purse. Doubt-
ing Thomases had taken their' seats in Con-
gress, and until they cou ld be educated on
the subjeot by the more en liahteued, the
business of life-saving must be cui-tailed,
even if the whole world suffered. The
appropriation for 1877-8 was considera-
bly below the modest estimates submit-
ted by the management of the S()rvice,


which prevented the] stations from being
opened earl ior than December 1. The re-
sult was a disastei- in the North Carolina
district on the 24th of November, six days
prior to the oponing of tho stations, so
tragio and enormous in its proportions
that the whole nation was roused into in-
terrogation. The steamer Huron strand-
ed near Nag's Head, a dreary point upon
a coast distinguished for its monotony of
desolation, and ninety-eight persons per-
ished, all of whom would doubtless have
been saved had the service been in active
operation. And as if one calamity were
not enough to teach the needed lesson,
another followed swiftly. The steamer
Melropoli«; bound from Philadelphia to
Brazil, laden with railroad iron and mate
rials and two hundred and forty-five sail-
ors and pass engel'S, was dashed' into frag-
merits on the Cm-rituck Be:1ch,on lv sixty-
six days later, and eig-lJty-Iivo l iyes were
lost, in consequence of the stations in that
region being' then twelve miles apart.
The patrol had passed the point where
the wreck occurred some two hours be-
fore. Pecul iar cries, like that of many
human voices mingled with the shrieks
of the sea, led to the discovery of the
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stranded vessel by persons on the shore,
who could see nothing through the fog.
A bo v was sent runnincr to the nearest
house, half a mile illlall(i~ the occupant of
which mounted his horse and galloped to
the nearest station. some foul' and a half
miles uwav. The {nortar cart, with appu-
ratus, a dead-weisrht of more than a thou-
sand pounds, was~hauled through the wet,
yielding sand, into which the wheels cut
four 01' if ve inches, as fast as six strong,
willing sui-Imen could Inu-ry along. They
were overtaken within a mile and a half
of the scene by a man 'with a horse and


cart-one of the features of the North
Carolina beach-who, iinding them worn
down with their burden, hitched on and
helped them throug'h.


Three or four preeious hours had al-
ready been consumed; the water was filled
'with iloating fragments of the wreck. Ef-
for-ts to throw the shot-line' failed, and the
despairing people, gi ving up all' hope of
rescue befoi-e the ship should break entire-
ly in pieces, accepted their last alterna-
tive, plunging into the treacherous waves.
The surf was running higb, and the strug-
gling, drowning mass of human beings


WRECK OF THE "HUn.ON."
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"THEY FOUND HIM NEARLY DEAD."


drifted toward the shore. The life -sav-
ers and citizens ran into the water to meet
and save them, and strove nobly in the
inner breakers and under-tow, dragging
them ashore in great numbers. The inci-
dents of that awful hour defy any attempt
at description. The air was filled with en-
couraging shouts and agonizing screams.
Upward of a hundred were rescued, and
many were restored from apparent death.
A handsome Newfoundland dog partici-
pated in the work, incited by the example
of his master, and came dripping through
the surf, bringing safely ashore a half-
drowned man. As this page of horrors
came before the national legislature, it
was remembered that the chief of the Serv-
ice had been laboring in vain for two years
to convince the Congressional mind of the
unreasonable distances between stations
on the North Carolina coast, and the con-
sequent extent of patrol. The tide of pub-
lic sentiment was with the Service, and
misplaced economy was universally con-
demned. Before the end of the follow-
ing June, a bill, under the championslrip
of Hon. S. S. Cox, of New York, and Hon.
Charles B. Roberts, of Maryland, was car-


ried through both Houses which elevated
the institution to its proper rank as a sep-
arate establishment, instead of a branch
of the revenue marine, with provisions of
grave importance. The President imme-
diately nominated Mr. Kimball as General
Superintendent, who was promptly and
unanimously confirmed, without the usual
formality of reference to a committee.
The stations have since been increased,
until their number is one hundred and
ninety-six. Thirteen were immediately
projected between Cape Henry and Hat-
teras Inlet. But the fearful hurricane
of the 22d and 23d of October, 1878, swept
away a portion of the material of the con-
tractors, and seriously retarded the com-
pletion of the buildings. This tempest
came near causing the utter demolition of
some of the existing stations, on e of which
was lifted bodily from its foundation and
borne half a mile away, where it was left
standing erect.


In another instance the sea suddenly
invaded one of the stations at two o'clock
in the morning, fi1ling the house, and the
crew rowed out in the surf-boat through
the portal, their heads nearly grazing the
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lintel. The wind was blowing, accord-
ing to the register of the Signal Service,
eighty-four miles an hour at the time.
Nothing living was abroad, except here
and there, miles apart, the solitary patrol-
men staggering on through the utter dark-
ness, in the forlorn endeavor to maintain
their watch--drenched by the cataract of
rain, half suffocated by the blasts, and re-
peatedly and with great violence thrown
from their feet. No eye could look to
windward for the flying sand. At this
very moment the .A. S. Davis, a large,
nearly new, strongly built vessel, return-
ing from South America to Hampton
Roads, Virginia, was racing through the
darkness with headlong velocity, chased
by the roaring hurricane. Suddenly, with
a shivering shock, she plunged aground.
At once, behind the vessel, held by her
bows as in a vise, the sea lifted itself up
like a mountain, and came down with a
stunning crash upon the stern, which it
stove in at one blow; an instant of horri-
ble confusion and uproar, and the ship
was literally torn in pieces. Of the twen-
ty men aboard but one escaped-thrown
bruised and bleeding upon the shore,
where he was found and tenderly cared for
by the patrolman. Had an army of life-
savers been present, no help could in this
instance have been rendered to either ves-
sel or crew. These hapless voyagers had
been out three months, and over ten thou-
sand miles, to perish within three hours'
sail of their haven. The extraordinary
fury of this storm was such that thirty
churches and hundreds of dwellings were
unroofed or seriously injured in Phila-
delphia, and a schooner in Chesapeake
Bay was carried sheer up into the woods
from her anchorage. On the Virginia
beach a patrolman failed to return to the
station in the morning, and his comrades
went out in a surf-boat to search for him.
The beach was flooded in every direction,
but after proceeding a mile and a half
they found him lying prone upon a sand-
hill, nearly dead, completely surrounded
by water, which had hunted him from
place to place for hours.


Comparatively few of the well-housed
inhabitants of the land are alive to the
fact that through the long, cold, bluster-
ing days and the dark, rainy, and tem-
pestuous nights of the whole wintry sea-
son a cordon of sentinels is tramping
the Atlantic coast from Maine to Florida
on the look-out for endangered vessels.
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The hardships involved in these protract-
ed marches, while all the world lies com-
fortably in bed, have no parallel in the em-
ployment of any other class of men. The
beaches are often clad with ice, and at the
best are pathless deserts in the night, and
when lashed by storms are frequently
cloven through with new inlets, while
hills of sand are rent and torn away as
the surf leaps furiously beyond its usual
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SURFMAN'S SHIELD.


limits. The life -saving stations on the
Atlantic sea -board are now within an
average distance of five miles of each
other, each crew consisting of a keeper
and six surfmen. At sunset two men
start from each station, one going to the
right, and the other to the left. They are
equipped with lanterns and Coston sig-
nals, and each pursues his solitary and
perilous way through the soft sand, in
spite of flooding tides, bewildering snow-
falls, overwhelming winds, and bitter
cold, until he meets the man from the
next station, with whom he exchanges a
check, to prove to the keeper on his re-
turn that he has faithfully performed his
allotted task. The night is divided into
four watches. The keeper is required to
register in his log-book the name of each
patrolman, his hours on patrol, the name
of the patrolman from the next station
whom he meets, the exact hour of meeting,
and the direction and force of the wind at
sunrise, noon, sunset, and midnight, to-
gether with the events of each day. This
record is sent to the chief of the Service
at Washington at the end of every week.
These groups of seven beach guardians
are, in a majority of instances, completely
isolated upon the barren outlying strips
of sand, separated from the mainland by
intervening bays.


When the morning newspaper an-
nounces that one hundred and forty-sev-
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en steam-ships have been lost at sea dur-
ing the year 1880, the whole reading com-
munity looks up in startled amazement.
The scenes at midnight when the Narra-
gansett was burning and sinking in Long
Island Sound, the blazing Seawanhaka a
few days later, in full view of thousands
of the inhabitants of New York city on a
bright summer afternoon, and the found-
ering of the City of Vera Cruz in a hur-
ricane off the coast of Florida, are recall-
ed to mind with a shudder. But what
of the remaining one hundred and forty-
four calamities comprehended in the above
statement, with which we are less familiar?
How many vessels aside from steam-ships
have been destroyed? And what propor-
tion of the whole have met their fate in
deep ocean waters, far from shore, and
consequently beyond the pale of assistance
from the life-savers of any country? We
take up an English journal and read: "A
further reason why we take especial in-
terest in the Life-saving Service of the
United States arises from the circumstance
that consequent on our extensive trade
with that country-amounting to more
than sixty millions sterling of goods sent
from it to Britain every year-a large pro-
portion of the ships and crews which are
saved through its instrumentality are Brit-
ish." Then we turn elsewhere and find
that three hundred disasters to vessels
have occurred along our coasts within the
past year, and that nineteen hundred and
eighty-nine persons have been imperiled
upon these vessels, of whom all were saved
except nine.


With such a record it is no longer a
marvel that the American life-saving in-
stitution has taken so firm a hold of the
public heart. The territory which it
guards-ten thousand or more miles-is
divided into twelve districts. The Atlan-
tic coast presents one long succession of
varied dangers, beginning with Maine,
where the capricious currents are forever
playing sly games about the narrow capes,
reefs, sunken rocks, and peaks of islands
half submerged, paving the coast like the
teeth in a shark's jaw, taking in Cape Cod,
that great arm of sand forty miles out-
ward and upward, with its half-sunken,
ever-shifting sand- bars, the islands and
the rough rocky points on the Rhode Isl-
and coast-dreadful to mariners-and the
long, unpeopled six hundred miles of
beach from Montauk Point, Long Island,
to Cape Fear, North Carolina, termina-


ting with the arid coral formation of the
coast of Florida, five hundred miles in ex-
tent. The great lakes, a group of enor-
mous inland seas, with twenty-five hun-
dred miles of American coast-line, are sub-
ject to sudden and violent gales, which
pile up seas so stupendous that anchored
vessels are swept fore and aft, often caus-
ing their complete destruction; while oth-
ers, running for shelter in harbors, miss
the narrow entrances, and are blown help-
lessly upon jutting piers, or the still more
dangerous beach. The stations consist of
three classes, severally denominated life-
saving stations, life -boat stations, and
houses .of refuge. Each of the twelve
districts is provided with a local superin-
tendent, who must be a resident of the
district and familiarly acquainted with
its inhabitants. His compensation is one
thousand dollars per annum, with the ex-
ception of those on the coasts of Long
Island and New Jersey, who, having too
many stations to look after to attend to
other business, are paid fifteen hundred
dollars apiece. These officers are required
to give from twenty to thirty thousand
dollar bonds as disbursing agents, being
intrusted with the payment of the men
under them in addition to their general
duties. They are responsible for the se-
lection of the keepers of the stations-a
duty requiring much knowledge and ex-
cellent judgment-who are not, however,
confirmed without the acquiescence of the
inspector, who is supposed to have no
local interests or prejudices. The crews
are chosen by the keepers. The keepers
and crews are examined by a board of in-
spectors, consisting of an officer of the
revenue marine, a. surgeon of the Marine
Hospital Service, and an expert surfman
whose qualifications are well known, to
determine by a judgment wholly impar-
tial their character, good health, and gen-
eral fitness. This board is empowered
to dismiss all incompetent men on the
spot, and require the keeper to employ
others without delay. The whole work
is under constant inspection. An officer
of the revenue marine, Captain James H.
Merryman, is the chief inspector, and
assigns from his office in New York an
assistant inspector to every district. The
stations are visited frequently, and the
men examined in the exercises of the ap-
paratus drill, and obliged to give verbal
reasons for every step in their opera-
tions. They are trained with their life-
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during the active season, which upon the
sea-coast is from September 1 to May 1,
and upon the lakes from the opening to
the close of navigation, or f'rom about
y[ay 1 to Decem bel' 15.


The forces and processes by which a
ship is reached when stranded within
sight of land are amon g the most interest-
ing studies of the present decade. From
district supct-iutcudcur to station surfman
the business of saving' human beings from
death under such circurnsta.nces is no
child's play. Every variety of accident
and obstacle emlsu-rasses operations, and
can l)p overcome on ly by steady nerve
and the most per feet discipline. Notable
acts of heroism among our life-saving
crews are of frequent occu n-encc ; indeed.
the work brings into bold relief some of
the finest traits of whieh humanity is ca
pabl«. Au instance of recent date is not
without its moral. On the 16th of Octo
bel'. ISSO, the Hartzel, a Buffalo schooner
laden with iron ore, erossing Lake Michi
gan, arrived off Frankfort a little before


boats in the surf. in the use of the life-
di-ess, in saving drowning persons by
swimming to their relief, in the meth-
ods of restoring the partially drowned,
and in signaling. Everything ill and
about the stations moves with military
precision. When a w reck is attended
with loss of life. a rigid examination fol-
lows to see if any of- the men have been
guilty of miseOl;duet or neglect of duty.
The keepers nre empowered to protect the
in tercsts of the govet'lUnent from smug-
gling. and they guard all property that
comes ashore from a wreck until its right-
ful owner appears. They are charged
wit h the eat'e and or-der of the stations
and the boats and apparatus; and they
must keep accurate accounts of all re-
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ceipts and expencJitures, journalize a1J
transactions. and maintain all necessar v
correspondence with superior officer~.
Thus it appears they must possess a cer-
tain amount of education and high integ-
rity. as well as surfrnans.hip, intrepidi-
t.v, aud cornman ding qualities. TI1P,Yare
paid foul' hundred donal'S each per an nurn.
The crews recei ve forty dollars per mouth


claylight in the morning', and finding' it
too dark to attempt. to (,nt()r the harbor,
cast anchot- anrl waited for the sun to rise.
The crew consisted of seven men and one
woman-the cook. A storm came on.
which increased in violence to a hurri-
caue, accorn panied with hail and sleet
'I'he vessel would neither wear nor stay,
and heing' close inshore the anchors were
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let go, but without avail. She drifted
upon a bar about a mile and a half south
of the pier, and opposite the "Big and
Little Bald Hills." Her condition was
discovered by the citizens, and the news
carried swiftly to the nearest life-saving
station. Keeper Matthews started at once
with his crew for the scene; but the fury
of the gale cut off all approach by the
beach, and they were obliged to take a
circuitous route of nearly ten miles. They
were aided by a pair of good horses and a
score of brawny lumbermen in dragging
the apparatus up high sandy steeps, and
through long winding ravines where fall-
en trees were lying in every conceivable
position, and about eleven o'clock reach-
ed the brow of the heights opposite the
wreck. But it was a long distance from
the distressed vessel, hence they descend-
ed the sharp steep, two hundred or more
feet, to a shelving point from which the
Lyle gun might be used with effect. To
accomplish this feat a portion of the whip-
line was un wound from the reel, one end
fastened to the cart, the other passed back-
ward to some fifty men, citizen volun-
teers, who acted as a drag in lowering the
cart (which weighed not less than fifteen
hundred pounds) down the shifting sand-
bluff, where all hands slid to the bottom,
almost ingulfing those stationed lower
down. The desired point gained, the gun
was fired. but the line fell in the weather
fore-rigging, and although caught by the
master, the whip and pulley-block could
not be drawn on board on account of the


action of the wind and
current, and he dropped
it again. The schooner's
crew were perched aloft on


success. It fell well up in the fore-rigging,
just under the cross-trees, and was almost
instantly caught by the sailors.


When the whip-line was sent out, few
present believed the slender cord would
stand the strain. In order to avoid the
retarding effect of the surging current, as
well as to clear the wreckage that lined
the beach, the shore ends of the whip-line
were taken well up the hill-side, and a cer-
tain strain kept on them. Upward of fif-
ty were hauling in, then by a signal from
the keeper would suddenly payout, and
the sailors on the lone mast in their turn
would haul in, securing a few feet of line
at a time. In this manner, after a sharp
struggle of at least two hours, the tail-
block was obtained by the despairing
crew, and secured to the lower mast-head.
Scarcely a vestige of the printed direc-
tions remained on the tally-board, owing
to the scouring of the surf. Having ac-
complished what seemed highly improba-
ble to the looker-on, the life-savers were
confronted by another formidable obsta-
cle. The whip, despite all efforts to pre-
vent it, was full of turns between the
block and the shore. The volunteers ex-
pressed themselves utterly baffled and dis-
couraged. Not so Keeper Matthews and
his gallant crew. Without a moment's in-
decision they proceeded to clear the whip,
which occupied another hour. Meanwhile
it was apparent that the foremast would
soon fall with its living freight; and with-
out waiting to send the hawser, the breech-
es-buoy was sent on the whip alone, rigged
in the usual manner. It returned with
the first mate. He was quickly catechised
as to why the woman was not sent ashore
first, as customary among sailors of every


degree, and replied,
"She does not want
to come in this buoy,"
and then said she was
wrapped in the gaff
topsail, and secured to
the mast. In the same
breath, as it were, came
a message from the


"". surfmen stationed on
the height, in charge
of the extreme circuit


of the hauling line, that the fallen tree
used as a loggerhead for the whip was
giving way, together with a portion of
the bank. No time was to be lost, and
the life-car was quickly substituted for
the buoy. It capsized on the way, and


LIFE-SAVING CAR.


the only remaining mast-the mainmast
having fallen-and nothing was visible
below but the stern timbers occasionally
between seas. The shot-line was prompt-
ly hauled in by the life-savers, the gun
reloaded, and fired the second time, with
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when it reached the wreck, was sent spin- When the inmates of a station are
ning into the air through coming into notified by the patrolman that a ship is
collision with the wreckage which was ashore, the keeper must determine instant-
churning in the boiling caldron. When ly whether the condition of the sea will
it returned, two ofthe sailors jumped out, admit of the launching of the life-boat.
and were sharply interrogated as to why In the several disasters on the New Jersey
the woman did not come. They said, coast in the February storm there was not
"She don't want to get into that thing; I one instance where its use was POssi.ble.
it looks too much like a coffin," and Upon the lakes, during the year just past,
"She'll come next time," with other con- , some of the deeds of rescue have envel-
tradictory remarks. oped the rough figures of the life-saving


On the next trip the life-car brought the men in a blaze of heroism. One example
captain and second mate. A murmur of was at the wreck of the Amazon oft' the
angry disappointment ran through the I Grand Haven piers, in Lake Michigan-a
crowd. The horrible suspicion that the I large four -masted twin -screw steamer,
helpless woman was to be left lashed to with sixty-eight persons on board, thirty-
the mast-head by a heartless crew took six of whom were passengers. The wind
possession of every mind. Questions were and waves were smashing the steamer in
asked with severe earnestness, to which pieces, and it was beginning to sink, when,
the captain replied, evasively, "She's gone after almost superhuman exertions, the
up," and" She's unconscious, and we could hawser and hauling lines were connected
do nothing with her," and "They'll bring with the foremast, and the life-car was sent
her next time." On its third trip the car out, with one of the life-saving crew to su-
remained some time at the wreck. Dark- perintend operations. In an hour and a
ness had set in; thus it was impossible to quarter everyone on board was landed.
discover what was going on. Finally the The first trip of the car brought ashore
car was drawn in, but grounded, bottom four ladies and a little girl, the second
upward, in the edge of the surf. At the came with six ladies. It made fourteen
call of the keeper for assistance, a dozen trips in all, the last two or three being de-
heroes plunged into the water, righted the voted to bringing ashore the United States
car, and snatched oft' the cover. Two mails and some of the baggage of the pas-
sailors jumped out, the last of the wrecked sengel's. A dog was also brought ashore.
crew. "They haven't brought the wo- These men who confront danger and
man!" shouted one of the surfmen, who face death in the interests of the great
had been knocked down several times by public deserve something more than hon-
the drift-wood, and nearly lost his life in orable mention. It is the unmistakable
attempting to land the car safely. It was and solemn duty of this great, opulent
a moment of intense excitement. The country not only to compensate them
citizens declared they would not have handsomely, but to extend social protec-
pulled a line to save the schooner's crew tion in the form of pensions to the wid-
had they foreseen the dreadful climax. ows and orphans of those who perish in
The sailors said the woman was dead. It the performance of their humane work.
was the merest folly to sacrifice life by More than once has a life-saving crew
sending out men to learn the truth of the been lost outright. In 1876,at the wreck
story, with the mast likely to fall at any of the Nuova Ottavia on the North Car-
moment; and the saddened party clamber- olina beach, the surf-boat went out, nev-
ed in the darkness, one by one, up the steep er to return. It reached the wreck, and
in the face of the blinding storm, burden- it was supposed the Italians, seized with
ed with the conviction that they had been a panic, jumped toward it in a mass. In
defrauded in their labors of love, and faint recognition of the gallant behavior of
for want of food, having eaten nothing the surf'mon, the Consul-General of Italy
since breakfast; and wearied beyond ex- sent for the benefit of their families four
pression by the extraordinary exertions of 11undred and eig'ht dollars in gold, by 01'-


the day, they tramped with their apparatus del' of the Department of Foreign Affairs
over the rough ten miles to the station, and Marine of that nation, and of the
reaching it early the next morning. The Italian Society for Salvage. Again', one
mast fell soon after their departure, and of the most gallant and skillful crews in
seventeen days later the body of the wo- the service was lost at Point aux Barques,
man was found on the beach at Frankfort. Lake Huron, in October, 1880, and the
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heart-rending details of the calamity are
known to the world through its sole sur-
vivor. These loyal men went out in the
surf-boat in prompt response to a signal
of distress displayed upon a vessel three'
miles away. The boat was capsized and
righted several times, but finally remain-
ed capsized, the men clinging to it; but
the cold was such that one after another
perished, until six were gone. The keep-
er drifted upon the beach, insensible, and
was found steadying himself by the trunk
of a tree, and swaying his body to and
fro as if in the act of walking, without
'moving his feet. When he recovered
consciousness, he said he thought he had
walked a long distance since reaching the
shore, and remembered to have shouted
several times, not so much with the idea
of attracting attention as to help the cir-
culation of his blood. He was so much
injured that he resigned his position; thus
the station was in one day bereft of its
entire crew. These heroic men had dur-
ing the same year saved nearly a hun-
dred lives. When the steamer Bertchey
was wrecked near Grindstone City, seven
miles from Point aux Barques, they had
gone to the rescue as fast as a pair of spirit-
ed horses could draw the boat-wagon, and
found five hundred people on shore watch-
ing the wreck as it was breaking up, pow-
erless to help the hapless passengers and
crew, who for ten hours had been lashed
to the bulwarks and drenched by the
flooding breakers. Some volunteers at-
tempted to go to their relief in a fish-boat,
but the sea was so terrible that they turn-
ed back. The life-savers corning up upon
a run, were greeted with prolonged huz-
zas. Quickly their boat was launched,
and they were on their daring voyage,
disappearing in the troughs of the sea,
then rising on the summit of the break-
ers, the crew working with might and
main at the oars, and the bow of the boat
ever pointed to the stranded steamer.


They reached it gloriously, threw a line
by its heaving-stick aboard, which, being
seized and fastened, held the boat in tow,
which advanced and receded by her oars
as the action of the sea allowed, and at the
proper moment sheering up, and snatch-
ing away, as it were, the persons to be res-
cued. No sooner was the boat secured
than two of the surfmen threw themselves
into the water, and by the aid of ropes
worked themselves with great exertion
upon the steamer's deck, to aid and direct


,
the difficult and dangerous labor of trans-
ferring those on board to the surf-boat.
Eleven ladies were first lowered over the
bulwarks, then a little boy, and the boat
shoved off, and safely gained the pier.
Four trips were made, and forty-four per-
sons saved, being every soul on board;
and such was the appalling need of haste
that the men bent to their oars with a
will, and accomplished the extraordinary
rescue within one hour. And yet this
same crew of life-savers died nobly at
their post of duty a few months later,
and-let us whisper it gently and with
deep humiliation-our nation has forgot-
ten its obligation to their families. No
pension has yet been granted. Is it not
a national duty to provide as well for
those dependent upon a man killed in
trying to save life as for the families of
such as are seeking to destroy life? On
the bleak Massachusetts coast, in a freez-
ing temperature, and in the darkness just
before the dawn of the last day of Novem-
bel', 1880, a surf-boat was struck and cap-
sized by the boom of a stranded vessel,
alongside which the dauntless life-saving
crew were striving to rescue the captain
and pilot. They had made one trip al-
ready, landing four of the sailors, and re-
turning for those left behind, met with the
fatal accident. Keeper Atkins, one of the
most valuable officers in the service, and
two surfmen perished, while of the sur-
vi VOl'S,one was disabled for life, and the
other two badly injured. Keeper Atkins
left a widow and four children, and the
drowned surfrnen left dependent families.
There is no country in the world where
money is given so freely for charities as
in America. Congress fails to represent
the feeling of the people at large if it with-
holds its generous care from those who in
guarding its coasts contribute to the ma-
terial prosperity of the nation.


The life-saving stations are snug two-
story buildings of the pointed order of
architecture, with a small open observa-
tory or look-out deck on the peak of the
roof. The first floor contains the boat-
room, where the apparatus is stored, and
a second smaller apartment, which is the
living-room of the crew. In the second
story are three or four rooms; one is ap-
propriated to the lighter apparatus, the
medicine chest (which is an important
feature of the work), the library, official
books and papers, all of which undergo
frequent inspection by the superior officers
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to see that they are in
regulation order; two
are furnished with cot
beds as sleeping apart-
ments for the keeper
and crew; and one
small room is set apart
for the signal officer
wherever there is com-
munication with the
Signal Service. The
life-boat stations are
smaller buildings, and
usually placed on piles
at the water's edge, or
set on the inner side
of piers, and are fur-
nished with an in-
clined platform, or a
trap in the floor
through which the
life-boat is let down
and launched into
the water by means
of a windlass. The
houses of refuge have
a capacity for twenty-
five persons, and are
kept supplied with
provisions to feed
that number for ten days. A boat-house
is also attached. The inhabited stations
are furnished with the utensils for cook-
ing, but the crews find their own pro-
visions out of their ten dollars per week,
which, with the simplest coast fare, leaves
them hardly ninety-three cents per day.
A telephone line now connects a dozen
or more of the North Oarolina stations.
and telegraph communication exists with
many portions of the coast. 'I'he lan-
guage of signals has become of great im-
portance to the service. A vessel may
not only ask for assistance, but state
through this medium the nature of its dis-
tress. The international code, improved
by additions for local purposes, has been
introduced at the stations, and furnished
to all masters of vessels entering or clear-
ing from their respective ports. Ships in
passing a station often inquire its number,
which enables them, with the aid of the
Ooast Survey charts, to determine their
exact position; and the men at the sta-
tions warn vessels of danger, and direct
their movements. A special code of sig-
nals by which the stations may call assist-
ance from ea:ch other has also been sup-
plied.
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LIFE-SAVING STATION ON THE NORTH CAROLINA BEACH.


Upon the Atlantic coast, much more
frequently than elsewhere, the sea is too
heavy in a winter storm for the use of
the boat, and resort is had, as has been
seen, to the life-saving ordnance. The
process of throwing a temporary suspen-
sion-bridge from the land to the wreck,
first suggested by Lieutenant Bell, of the
royal artillery, in 1791, and matured and
carried into practical effect by Oaptain
Manby, of the royal navy, has been great-
ly improved during the last few years.
The first gun in use was of cast iron,
weighing two hundred and eighty-eight
pounds, and throwing a spherical ball
with line attacbed, its extreme range be-
ing four hundred and twenty-one yards.
This gave place to the Parrott gun, weigh-
ing two hundred and sixty-six pounds-a
slight gain--with a maximum range of
four hundred and seventy -three yards.
The first ball fired in the United States to
save life is preserved in the museum of
the Life-saving Service with tender care.
It was at the wreck of the Ayrshire, on
Squan Beach, New Jersey, in 1850, and
two hundred and one lives were saved
by its means. The Lyle gun, of bronze,
weighing one hundred and eighty-five
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pounds, with a range of six hundred and
ninety-five yards, or nearly half a mile,
has recently superseded all others, and is
universally conceded to be the best in ex-
istence. It was the result of experiments
in 1878,Lieutenant D. A. Lyle, of the Ord-
nance Department at Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, having been detailed, by request
of the superintendent of the Service, to
assist Captain Merryman in solving the
problem of the extension of the shot-line
and a reduction in the weight of the gun.
The projectile has a shank protruding four
inches from the muzzle, to an eye in which
the shot-line is tied--a device which pre-
vents it from being burned off by the ig-
nited gases in firing. The rocket, so much
used abroad, is uncertain, ana the line is apt
to break at its attachment to the shot, or be-
come badly twisted on its way. The shot-
line in use, like the gun, is the result of a
series of careful experiments. It is made
of unbleached linen thread, very closely
and smoothly braided, and water-proofed.
It is coiled into a faking box with such
precision that it will payout freely, and
fly to a wreck without entanglement or
friction. The projectile must be aimed
so that the Iine falls overthe ship-not an
easy mark to hit in the night in the midst
of a blinding storm; and in case of failure,
the line is quickly drawn in, and French-
faked, that is, laid out in loops upon a tar-
paulin spread upon the beach, ready for
the second shot. The sailors, as soon as
it reaches them, pull upon it until the whip
or hauling-line (an inch and a half in cir-
cumference), which is made fast to the
shore end of the shot-line, is drawn on
board with a pulley-block, or tail-block,
and a tablet, or tally-board, with instruc-
tions how to arrange it for use. When
this is fixed, the surfmen haul upon one
part of the whip, and send the hawser,
which rests on a crotch quickly erected on
shore as a sort of temporary pier. The


sand-anchor sustains this slender bridge of
rope. It is two pieces of wood crossed at
their centres and bolted together, and is
buried in a trench behind the crotch, and
connected with the hawser by a double
pulley-block. The breeches-buoy is drawn
to and fro upon these ropes, bringing one
person at a time. All this seems very easy
upon paper, particularly when the sun
shines through the lattice, or the reader
occupies a soft-cushioned chair before a
warm, cheerful fire. But when darkness
reigns, and the winds howl, and every
drop of spray freezes until the rescuers
are incased in ice, and the wreck rises and
rolls and turns half-somersaults with each
gust, in total disregard of the convenience
of the surfmen, and a hundred possible
mishaps lurk just beyond the borders of
VIsion, the aspect changes, and the reality
becomes more wonderful than any trick
of fancy or fiction. The use of the life-
car involves more labor and difficulty, but
it is of great advantage when extreme
haste is required, and many are to be
brought ashore. It is a covered boat of
sheet-iron, into which six or seven per-
sons may be crowded at once.


The ladies of America have recently
awakened to the necessity of supplying the
wants of the shipwrecked after they are
taken from the sea. The government has
made provision for bringing them ashore,
but none for keeping them alive afterward.
They frequently remain ill or helpless for
days. Sometimes they lose all their gar-
ments in the struggle for life. The chari-


TIlE LYLE GUN.


ty of the surfman is unfailing, but his re-
sources are extremely limited. Tho Wo-
man's National Relief Association, with
the wife of the President as its chief ex-
ecutive offieer, Mrs. M. R. Waite, the wife
of the Chief Justice of the United States,
as its first vice-president, and Mrs. Gabriel
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Kent, of New York city, second vice-pre-I through which he was instrumental in
side nt, has undertaken to furnish the sta- saving a company of twelve persons at
tions with warm clothing, beds and blan- sea during a heavy gale near the Azores.
kets, and sanitary aid and materials for Deeds of magnificent gallantry in various
those who have been rescued from a wa- regions and in every phase of peril, such
tery death. This philanthropic work, as money can never repay, have been sim-


commenced in 1880,extends to every part
of the country, and meets with the most
cordial sympathyand approval.


Medals of honor ih gold and silver are
awarded for extrAordinary acts of hero-
ism in saving life. Several- of these have
been won by members of the New York
Metropolitan Police. It reflects peculiar
credit upon a man to spring at a moment's
notice from a pier, in full uniform, and
master the struggles of a drowning per-
son, amid ice - floes in the darkness of
night, and bring him safely to land. This
happens more frequently than is general-
ly known about our sea-girt island. One
police officer saved eighteen lives in this
manner within the space of three years.
A silver medal was recently bestowed
upon Edith Morgan, the young daughter
of the keeper of the station at Grand
Point au Sable, Michigan, in consideration
of her brave conduct on two occasions,
one of which was at the wreck of the
steamer City of Toledo, a mile south of
the station, in December, 1879. A gold
medal was awarded to Lovell B. Reynolds,
of the United States navy, in recognition
of his daring exertions, protracted from
eight o'clock in the morning until late
in the darkness of the following night,


ilarly recognized by the Life-saving Serv-
ice. It is, indeed, an institution which
calls into action the highest order of dis-
interested and genuine humanity. And
its history reveals the most unceasing
and closest vigilance, together with a firm
control of its affairs by the officers in
charge. The scrutinizing supervision of
apparatus and equipments, to prevent
waste, depredation, or neglect, the col-
lection of statistics of wrecks, and index-
ing of the data for public convenience
(the name of any person lost by casualty
at sea can be produced at a moment's no-
tice in the chief office at Washington),
and the rigorous search into the causes
and nature of marine disasters, and study
of the scientific methods of preventing
or alleviating them, are not less admira-
ble than the drilling of the men employed
into accomplished experts, and the judi-
cious expenditure of the appropriations
for so sacred a purpose. The area of
work yearly increases, and the recom-
mendations for an increase of means
should not be allowed to pass by un-
heeded. Nowhere in the whole range
of governmental administration does
the money disbursed bring more satisfac-
tory returns.
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Life-savers
BY WILLIAM INGLIS


on Old Malabar


W ITilIN the memory of men still
living, geographies contained
this bit of knowledge:


Q. What three eap~" are on the east
coast of :Massachusetts?


A. Cape Ann, Cape Cod, and Cape Mala-
bar.


Malabar-c-how the name rings of fat
galleons and hungry pirates !-iR the
Monomoy of to-day, the lean elbow of
Cape Ood thrust boldly out between the
Atlantic Ocean and Nantucket Sound.
Three life-saving stations on this short
strip of sand bear testimony to the
dangers of the coast, and it is in the
house farthest seaward, the station at
Monomoy Point, that Captain Joseph
Kelley and his seven rowing-men are
sedulously training and waiting for a
challenge from the sea. Theirs is a boat-
race worth winning-not a struggle for
mere dollars or the applause of cheering
spectators, but a heart-breaking combat
whereof the reward is a handful of hu-
man lives dragged back from the edge of
the next world. Fifty-two crews saved


in the five years since the station was
founded is their record.


Upon the sands of 'Monomoy the sea
is always trying its white-edged teeth.
The cape is such a shifting ridge of dunes
loosely thrown together that he who
stands on it must often find himself
watching, listening, waiting, with a vague
sense of doom, for the one great wave
that will surely come and sweep its slack
bulk far under the ocean. As the swift
currents go racing by, now east, now west,
they are ever shearing off part of the
land and adding it to the banks and
shoals that lie in wait on every hand
for lives of men and the bones of
stout ships.


Curious old foreign barks with prows
quaintly carved, trim Yankee schooners
that once looked smart enough to Rail
themselves, big ships and little, are ly-
ing dismembered on the shoals and
beaches of this sea graveyard. The
skippers lost their way in the fog', they
misread the chart, they forgot the mean-
ing of the light, and so staggered to their
end. "Dry lead -line," is the epitaph







of most of them, for if they cared enough
to take frequent soundings all the At-
lantic coast is so well charted that they
could not go wrong. But no; the wise
man has been over the road so often he
needs no sound-
ings even in thick
weathcr ; so the
line lies snug in
its coil-and pres-
ently a treacher-
ous slant in the
current veers the
ship toward the
trap, and in the
twinkling of an
eye the roar of
breakers under
her forefoot is
followed by the
crash of masts
and spars swept
by the board, and
the deadly crunch-
ing of the ship's
body on the close-
packed sands. If
shc is a rotten old
hulk sent to sea
to gather a har-
vest of insurance,
the fate of her
company is swift
and certain. A
few blows of the
ponderous waves,
a few plunges of
her worn o l d
frame down upon
the rigid sands.
and she is dashed
to pieces as swift-
ly as a house of
laths. Four, five,
half a dozen
cheap sailormen
are whirled away in the white spume, try-
ing to swim in a madness of leaping
waters where a gull could not Iive. Kat
so much as a fragment of clothing is
washed up on the beach to tell their fate.


But if the ship is stout she will hold
together for hours, and then her crew
will be saved beyond doubt. They will
be saved according -to rule and formula
in such cases made and provided by Un-
cle 8am, carried out preeisely.i amid the
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shrieking of the no'theaster and the
thunderiug of the surges, by crews of
men who regard the most terrifying dis-
plays of ocean's rage with the calm and
cheerful impersonal concern that doctors


OFF DUTY-A GAME OF "63."


give to an interesting case. Of danger
to themselves they do not think. They
are simply playing a game with Death.
They play it with scrupulous regard to
form. Form always wins-at least, al-
most always wins.


"Give me good gear and a crew that
know their business," any life - saving
captain will tell you, "amI the sea has-
n't been kicked up yet that'll do us
any great harm."
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All through the night the surfmcn arc
patrolling the beach at }Ionornoy, as they
do from Quoddy Head to Cape Florida,
meeting in the little shanty on a sand-
dune called Half-way House to tell one
another the news of the hour, and to ex-
change the numbered brass tags by which
the captains may know that the watch
has gone faithfully to the. end of his
post. For ten months in the year the
vigilance is not relaxed. During June
and July the crews are rewarded for their
year's labor by the gift of a generous va-
cation-without pa;y. They may fish or
farm or do what they will for a living.
The captains then sit, each one alone, in
the life-saving- stations, and if any ship
is foolish enough to get wrecked at this
time, when, according to the rules of
Tncle Sam, there should be neither storm
nor wreck, the nearest captain picks up
a scratch crew of fishermen and other
longshore folk and does the best he can
to save lives. Storms and wrecks do oc-
cur now and then in these periods, hut
they really should not; and, therefore,
Congress in its wisdom refuses to keep
the life-savers on duty. From the wis-
dom of Congress there is no appeal.


Certainly there are more delightful
places than the dunes of Monomoy on
a raw, darksome .Mareh afternoon, when
sand-drifts spin through the air, driven
by a no'theas t gale, stinging like an
adder and blinding whom they assail,
and the sun is hidden by rushing, ragged,
leaden clouds that threaten to discharge
at any moment a whirl of icy :flakes upon
the hissing sea. Yet no place could be
more inspiring in its suggestions of
heroes ever striving for the greatest prize
in the world-the safety of their fellow
men. There was no hint of a heroic
pose in the homely welcome the eap'n
and his hospitable crew gave to the
unexpected visitors.


"Come right in and warm ye 1" cried
the leader. "Must be pretty cold after
that walk along the beach. Cup of hot
coffee '11hearten ye up some."


The eight husky men were sitting not
too far from the kitchen stove, puffing
on pipes of corn-cob and brier, filling
the room with strong tobacco smoke and
deliberate conversation. Not one of them
seemed over one hundred and sixty
pounds, but they were of the sort of stuff


that would make any rowing coach's
heart hunger to train - clear-skinned,
deep-chested men, quick and well-hal-
nnend, of medium size, but tough as
strips of whalebone, bright-eyed and
alert; the product of careful selection
trained to the minute by right living,
good feeding, and lively work in the brisk
salt ail'. Outside, the gale roared and
whistled. Now and then a spurt shook
the solid wooden house and rattled the
thick-framed windows.


The captain led his visitors up the
dragging path, ankle-deep in saud, to the
top of Gull Point, the very jumping-off
place of Monomoy, with the sea grum-
bling at its foot. One sweeping glance
around the horizon showed that the
station is perched in the midst of perils,
like a crafty spider in the hem-t of his
web. OnIJ', this spider is benevolent in
his craft and saves life instead of tak-
ing it. Northeast of us the waves were
pounding upon Bearse's Shoal; due east
by Pollock Rip, which has cost the lives
of scores of ships and many seamen;
southeast lurked Stone Horse, Little
Round Shoal and Great Round Shoal,
well oIT shore, while close at hand to
the south'ard and sou'west'ard were the
Shovelful and Handkerchief shoals. And
this long spit of shifting sand under our ,
feet afforded the only refuge from all the
malices of sea and gale and shoal.


"It's the worst trap I ever saw," said
one of the visitors. "I don't understand
how your crew can risk their lives in
such a place."


"It's a great game--if you like it,"
the cap'n replied. "Of course you've
got to like it or the work would be too
hard; and then your gear must be kept
in first-class condition, and you've al-
ways got to keep cool and use judgment.
That's about all you neeel-judgment and
don't get wrought up, no matter how bad
things look"


Truly, there must be all the fascina-
tion of a game in this serene and skilful
contest with raging Death. It cannot be
the bait of wages that attracts these
heroes to the service, The captains re-
ceive $800 a year, and the surfrnen $50 a
month. During the two months of un-
paid vacation they get $3 apiece for each
occasion of service. No; there is no
money lure in this game. The service
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ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT SURFMEN ARE PATROLLING THE BEACH
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THEIRS IS A BOAT-RACE WORTH WINNING


requires men of perfect health and
strength. Whenever the surgeon (I is-
covers surfrnan or captain to have fallen
below perfect condition, he is inconti-
ncntly put out, no matter how many years
he may have spent in life-saving. And
there is no pension. .Mr, Kimball, the
superintendent of the department, has
tried again and again to persuade (Jon-
gress to grant pensions to these men, but
Congress in its wisdom has always said
no. And from the wisdom of Congress
there is no appeal.


A stately procession was marching past
Monomoy, One mile to the east'ard we
could indistinctly make out, through the
gray smother, a great tugboat, followed
at long intervals by three huge barges
with tall pole rig. This was a coal tow
bound from Norfolk to Boston. In spite
of the gale, they were making good
weather of it; but if the storm should in-
crease, and the heavy tow lurch too sav-
agely npon the hawsers, then one of the
barges, or all of them, might break adrift
and - sailors' lives are cheap. Coal-
towing is the least romantic and most dan-
gerous business that is carried on at sea.


Two deep-laden coal-barges came up on
Shovelful Shoal in a blow on March 12,
1902. The Fdzpatrick settled on the
sands not too far off the beach, about a
quarter of a mile south of Gull Point.
The Wadena struck one-quarter of .a mile
farther cut to sea. 'When the weather
cleared, a few days later, Captain Mack,
a stalwart young Ohioan who owned the
Wadena, dr-termined to do his own sal-
vage work. He chartered two tugs in
Boston, and brought over four Portu-
guese laborers from Marthas Vineyard to
shovel off the coal. With the cargo jet-
tisoned, it would be an easy matter for
the stout tugs to haul the light barge off
tho sands. The men worked hard under
the spur of the owner's presence, and on
March Hi the Wadena was almost afloat.
1"h8 tngs passed hawsers to her and
crowded on all steam. She shook rmd
groaned, but the sands still held her fast.


Toward sunset it came on to blow from
the southeast. The sea rose. Vague
masses of fog came Tolling in. The
skippers of the tugboats held a consulta-
tion, and then hailed the Wadena and
ordered the hawsers cast off. When these
had been properly coiled down, the old-
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• est skipper ran as close to the barge as
he dared and shouted a warning to
Captain Mack.


" Gain' to b8 it nasty gale for a couple
0' days," he said. "Vlfe're gain' over
to Hyannis to wait till she blows out.
You an' your men come aboard of us."


" ~ 0," Captain Mack yelled back.
"No, 'twon't amount to much. We're
going to stay right here, You fellows
'11 be 'round here in the morning again,
a11 right."


The tugs backed carefully away from
the big waves that were leaping and
growling at the edge of the shoal, set
their course to the south'ard, passed
safely around Handkerchief Shoals Light-
ship, and were seen by the bargemen
no more.


How the five wreckers passed the night
is easily guessed. Seafarers from their
youth, they had no fear of an ordinary
March storm. The barge, they knew, was
new and very stout. What if the ground-
swell did lift her now and then and drop
her groaning on the flinty sands? She
was an able ship built to stand hard
knocks, and not one of her scams was
started in spite of allthe sea's bombard-
ment. So they ate their supper with good
relish, smoked contentedly over their
cards, and laughed at the foolish captains
who had run away from no danger at all,
A11hands turned in at nine o'clock, and
if anyone lost sleep it was only the owner,
who went on deck at times (0 see how
fared the ship in which he had invested
his fortune.


By daybreak the storm had increased.
The wind was stronger. A drizzling rain
set in. An occasional wa11 of fog still
carne rolling in from the southeast. The
tide was slack, but would soon begin to
ebb against the wind. A heavy ground-
swell was running in from the Atlantic
in the east. Yet none of these things
worried Captain Mack, I-Ie knew how
far he could depend on his able ship,
and he joked with his Portuguese, and
ate a big' breakfast with them, and offered
to bet that they'd all be safe at home
within two days. Home!


A sturdy little man they called Manuel
ran up to Mack at seven o'clock. His
swarthy face had paled to the hue of
new-carved meerschaum.


"Ah, Capi tano l" he cried, "vaiTe bad


for do. sheep. She busta bot' sides an'
all gone to de pieces-got two, t'ree feet
of water in her. I tell you for sure ["


Mack hurried below and found that
Manuel had spoken the truth; there was
three feet of water in the hold. He was
much cast down. Th~ sea was getting
its clutch on the Wadena. If this pound-
ing continued she must soon break up.
Disconsolate, he went into the cabin,
brought up an Amer-ican flag, bent it on
to the main-rigging, union down, and
raised it to the masthead. It was his
acknowledgment of defeat by the forces
of sea and gale. Whatever might hap-
pen now to him and his Portuguese was
in the hands of Fate and the life-savers.
Soon the barge would be broken apart
under their feet.


Marshal Eldredge, keeper of the life-
saving station at Monomoy, waded
through the sand and dead weeds to Gull
Point at eight o'clock that morning. He
knew there were five men aboard the
Wadena, and the rising gale made him
anxious. In a clear interval, between two
walls of fog, he made out the signal of
distress. He ran to the telephone in the
little shelter on the Point and called up
his station,


a Hello, Seth," he said. "This is
Eldredge. Say, they're in trouble on that
Wadena and want to be took ashore.
Come on!"


Seth Ellis, the No.1 man of the crew,
wasted no time in explanations as he
ran from the telephone to the boat-room.


"Stand by!" he called. And the men
dropped their pipes and ran after him to
the surf-boat-a long, handsome craft,
sharp at each end, like a whale-boat, but
much heavier in build. In less than a
minute from the time the telephone-bell
tinkled, they had launched the boat and
were paddling down to the Point.


Cap'n Eldredge was waiting for them
on the beach. His practised eye instantly
detected a fault--the men had in their
haste disobeyed one of the most impor-
tant rules in the service: they had for-
gotten to put on their cork life-belts.
Should he take them back home? K 0;
the five men out yonder on the barge
were in danger, and he could not spare
the time. He knew the risk that awaited
men who omitted this precaution, but
it was too late to go back. Seth Ellis







MEN OF THE CREW SIGNALLING


dropped the steering-oar and clambered
up to his station in the bow. Eldredge
and ~ o. 6 shoved the boat off the beach
and leaped aboard as the men gave way
on the long ash sweeps. Eldredge picked
up the steering-oar in the stern and kept
her hcad to the sea.


On a windless and glassy day in August
you will still find the waves leaping and


crashing on the sands of Shovelful Shoal.
Imagine, then, with what vehemence they
were now pushing heavenward, lashed by
the conflict of wind and tide on this
March day of storm; how they fell back
in boiling white froth upon the mael-
strom and raced away in swirling eddies!
The tide was ebbing fast in the teeth of
the southeast gale, aud the easterly
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ground-swell from the Atlantic, now tore him away, and tossed him up as
heavier than ever, was multiplying the easily as if he were a moth, but always
fury of the surges. hands were reaching for him as he came


Eldredge took his boat well outside of down and helping him back to the keel.
the Shovelful Shoal, until he came to the The wind and sea swept the boat toward
very end whereon the Wadena was pound- Monomoy Beach.
ing. Oautiously he maneeuvred his craft Elmer ~fayo and Ben Mallows, aboard
up in the lee of the barge and fended her the barge Fitzpatrick, aground on the
off, while the eager Portuguese were haul- same shoal, but a quarter of a mile nearer
ing in the painter that Seth Ellis hove shore, saw the tragedy and were help-
aboard. Captain Mack was doleful over. less to avert it. No, not quite helpless.
tho loss of his barge; but he was calm, Mayo, a gentle-featured, blue-eyed, soft-
as a good man should be, while he held voiced, big fellow of middle age, ran to-
back his impetuous men, and made them ward a dory that lay on the deck.
drop gently into the life-boat one by one "Don't try it! You can't do it,
as the seas swung her up close to the Elmer," cried Ben Mallows. " Your
rail. He got in with three of them for- dory wouldn't live a min-nit in that sea,
ward, leaving the cook, a fat Portuguese an' look-she hasn't any thole-pins on the
giant of some three hundred pounds, to sta'b'rd side."
take a place in the stern. "I'll git 'em, I tell ye," Elmer an-


As the big fellow perched on the rail, swercd. "Don't you hinder me."
he became frightcncd and leaped for the With a calking-mallet he drove a big
boat just as it rose on a wave. He came me into the dory's gunwale for one thole-
down :feet first upon the after-thwart and pin, then plucked out the handle of the
went crashing through it. .At the same mallet, and with the heel of his fist
instant Seth Ellis chopped the painter jammed it down into the place of the
with his hatchet, and the life-boat was other missing pin. He tucked a pair of
swept away on the tide. oars under the thwarts, and watching


The big cook and the three other Portu- for a lull after three big seas had
guese were stunned for a. few moments passed, hurled the dory of! the deck
by the crash of the thwart and the tum- into the maelstrom, and jumped. By
bling of the waves among which they some miracle he fell into the boat with-
rode. Just as tho life-boat came clear of out injuring- it, seized the oars, swung
the shoal one of them leaped up in an her head into the wind, and made fur
agony of fear. the life-boat.


" Dio mio r' he cried, "we are all lost! When the big Portuguese crashed
We are all lost!" aboard the life-boat he was the thirteenth


"Sit down, you fool, 01' you will be man in her; when she :floated upside down
lost," roared Cap'n Eldredge. "Seth, bat after tho capsize only eight were clinging
him on the head if ye have to, but git to her keel. There were six left when
him down somehow." • Elmer Mayo launched his dory; but there


nut the cap'n spoke too late, .All four were only three when he came near, and
of the Portuguese were afoot now, leap- only one man was left when he drew
ing and shrieking in frenzy. The life- alongside. By what process the number
savers tried to pull them down. A great was reduced cannot be told here, for
sea broke over the gunwale as the boat Mayo has always refused to talk about
yawed off her course, and in the twink- the struggles he witnessed that morning.
ling of an eye swamped and capsized her. Well toward the stern of the life-boat;
Not one of the Portuguese rose to the in the after-part of the centre board trunk,
surface. All the Americans came up, there was a vacant space big enough to
swimming in spite of the oilskins and contain one hand. Into that space was
the heavy rubber hip-boots that cumbered thrust the right hand of Seth Ellis, No.
them. They struck out for the capsized 1, the biggest, strongest, man of the crew.
life-boat, grabbed her keel, and hung on. All the others had vanished beneath the
The sea was cold as ice, but they were waves. Ellis was almost unconscious
still warm from the Towing. Now and when Elmer Mayo dragged him into the
then a great wave seized one 01' another, dory and rowed him to the beach.







Only once has Elmer spoken of that
nay's work. A score of men gathered
about him in the bereft life-saving station
immediately after the rescue, praised
him, made much of him, asked him a
hundred questions.


" Pretty tired. Cal'late I'll have a cup
of coffee," was all they could draw from
him. Soon New England raved with his
fame. A theatrical manager offered him
one hundred dollars a week to go on
circuit and be exhibited as the hero of
Monomoy. He refused to go; but his
brother Ed took up the enterprise and
travelled far, enjoying the incense of
vicarious adulation and accumulating a
tidy bit of money.


The Secretary of the Treasury was so
much impressed by the Wadena incident
that' he awarded the Congressional gold
medal for exceptional heroism to the
rescuer and the rescued. On the day of
the presentation the ancient Town Hall


REQUIESCAT


of Chatham was crowded with men and
women of Cape Cod, who came to pay
tribute to their heroes. The Congress-
man of the district made a speech, a fine
speech, recapitulating the horrors of that
day, and dwelling upon Mayo's acts.
Then hc called up Seth Ellis and pinned
the gold medal upon his coat. Ellis was
thankful. He said so simply and not
without eloquence.


Elmer Mayo was called up on the plat-
form. His face was pale, and his eyes
were filled with apprehensions. The
Congressman told again of his bravery,
pinned on his medal, and waited for
some reply. Elmer slowly glanced from
the Congressman to the people about
him, then looked long at Seth Ellis.
A sudden sob broke the silence, and
Elmcr Mavo stumbled blindly from the
platform with tears on his cheeks. Since
,hat day Elmer Mayo has never met
Seth Ellis face to face.


Congratulations
BY BRIAN HOOKER


HOW can he know your worth so well
As I who never loved you, Sweet?


His love shall bind you, and compel
Your heart, his only, to forget


Whose word first taught that heart to beat.
He is the worthier man-and yet,


How can he know your worth so well?
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Chapter Forty-Nine


The Launch of the Life Boat


Mr. Century,“ James commanded, “help us off , then stand-
to on the beach.”


Century was stunned by the command. He belonged in the 
boat. He was number one. It was because he couldn’t swim, of 
course, and in these seas, Audacious would likely capsize at least 
once, if not several times before the crew would be able to launch 
her, if at all.


A man who couldn’t swim would be a dangerous liability 
under those circumstances. Yet Century was angry and hurt 
nonetheless. Shame replaced cold as the predominant sensation 
in his body.


Listlessly, he donned his cork lifevest along with the other 
men. His vest though, was ridiculously undersized for his 
massive frame which only increased his sense of shame. 
The other men averted their eyes from his, as if they were 
conspirators in a caper, though, of course, it was James’ call, and 
James’ call alone.


“Heave to, men.” The crew struggled with Audacious, lifting 
the boat off  the cart, and on down the beach. The surf greeted 
them like a wall of fury. Morale bott omed out when faced with 
the imminent prospect of launching into the roiling porridge, 
peppered with an ominous tangle of ice and debris from the 
wreck.


James picked out a spot in the leeward “shadow” of the 
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stranded vessel, to take advantage of the slight break in the surf 
provided by the hulk. It seemed the height of folly to even think 
of launching a boat into this maelstrom, but James was not to be 
deterred. He proceeded as if unaware of the odds against him. 


“Stand ready, men...”
Abraham Century stood at the stern of the boat, blinking 


back the frozen rain that pelted his face. He kept his face turned 
away from the wind, so he could hear James’ commands. Jimmy 
Gilbert, Thomas Mannering and Skull Murphy, looking like 
pallbearers, manned the port side. On the starboard side were 
Elijah Slocum, John Barker and Trask, already up to their knees in 
it. James took his position next to Century at the rear.


“At my command...”
“Now!”
The men all pushed at once, and Audacious set off  nicely. As 


they had so often during drills, they pulled themselves into the 
boat at James’ command, and soon the boat was fully loaded. 


The great challenge of such a launch was to get beyond the 
breakers as fast as possible. To do so meant keeping the bow 
headed dead straight into the surf, and having the men pull fast 
and hard. A litt le luck couldn’t hurt either.


To hit these rollers at even the slightest of angles would spill 
the boat, dumping everyone ignominiously into the boil.


Not that they could be any wett er than they already were. The 
crew was incessantly drenched with the icy water coughed up 
high over the bow as the boat withstood one hammer blow after 
another from the incoming waves. It froze upon their oilskins as 
soon as it struck, and hardened to a bitt er crackling mail.


James stood tall in the stern, leaning on the rudder. But, as 
the small boat pitched up and over a wave, the rudder would 
split the sea, and James would lose control of the steering. He 
had all he could do to keep the vessel headed into the surf. But, 
incredibly, the launch was successful in the fi rst att empt.


Trask and the other men pulled and pulled at James’ 
command. Had they ever doubted James’ insistence on military 
discipline, they never would again. Without their focus on their 
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duty, without obeying their commander, without working as a 
team, in a moment they would all be swallowed by the sea.


As it was, the litt le crew seemed puny in the midst of these 
mountainous swales. But, mercifully, concentrating on their 
eff orts shielded their thoughts from the peril that surrounded 
them.


But as the Audacious approached the stricken vessel, Trask 
peered over his shoulder, and lost his nerve. The stranded vessel 
was a complete catastrophe. His rowing lost rhythm; his arms 
felt like lead and, worst of all, the image of Josh started fl ashing 
through his mind again.


“Aargh. I’m gett ing a bloody blister on my ass!” yelled Gilbert.
And more than one man commiserated. The wet oilskins 


rubbing against the hard wooden bench of the boat gave the 
rowers one more reason to wish they were home.


“Almost there, men,” cautioned James. “Almost there.”
“Look in the masts, sir!” yelled Mannering.


Dark lumps broke 
the straight line of the 
mast silhouett e as it cut 
its harsh swath across 
the charcoal sky. One of 
the fi gures seemed to be 
waving, though it was 
too dark to tell if it was 
an arm gesturing or one 
of the lines swaying in 
the gale.


“Port, row. Starboard, 
lay off ,” James 
commanded.


Audacious approached 
the batt ered hulk to 
leeward. James planned 


on coming between it and the beach, using the sullen vessel 
as a wind breaker. This strategy would make it easier to keep 


“Port, row. Starboard, lay off.”
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Audacious close enough to the wreck to aff ect a rescue.
Had he chosen to come at the wreck from the windward side, 


the side of the wreck that faced out to sea, he would expose the 
crew to a considerable risk – that of having Audacious slammed 
into the grounded vessel upon approach.


Of course the leeward side had its risks as well. A tangled mess 
of debris dangled from the vessel to leeward like the tentacles of 
an ornery jellyfi sh – lines, wooden chucks of the wreck, spars and 
sails. The chop was litt ered like a frothy-gray soup.


“Together now. Pull! Pull!” 
James cozied Audacious to within 25 feet of the boat. Now, 20 


feet. Now 15. But there seemed to be no opening in the debris to 
allow for actual contact.


“Ciao!” someone shouted from on-board the vessel “Sopra qui!” 
The man was Italian! For the fi rst time, Trask glanced at the name 
of the broken vessel - Nuova Speranza.


“Ciao! Sopra qui!”
“Standby. We’re coming,” James yelled in response.
But the desperate man kept up his call. Over and over again, 


he hailed the rescue vessel. “Ciao! Sopra qui!” “Ciao! Sopra qui!”
The debris in the water clogged the men’s oars, making 


forward progress impossible. Again and again, James att empted 
an approach without success. At one point, he instructed his men 
to grab hold of one of the lines trailing from the vessel, and pull 
the boat in, but Audacious nearly capsized in the eff ort.


James reminded himself that the lives of his crewmembers 
were at risk, as well as those who still lived on-board the Nuova 
Speranza.


“Ciao! Sopra qui!”
“Godammit man! I can’t stand it. Y’re bleating like a sheep!”
Gilbert was standing in the boat now, yelling at the wreck.
“If y’ don’t shut-up, we’ll leave y’ here. Then y’ll get quiet, ‘n’ 


stay quiet fer a long time…”
“Mr. Gilbert, compose yourself,” James said. 
“Do we have to save him?” Gilbert cracked, as he sat back 


down. “Sharks have to make a living too, y’ know.”
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“Mr. Gilbert…”
“Who’d know? One quick kick, and he’s shark food, and no 


one’s the wiser, eh, boys?”
“Ciao! Sopra qui!”
“Aargh...” Gilbert moaned, and rolled his eyes. “He didn’t 


understan’ a single word I said.”
The incoming waves had pushed the grounded vessel on 


her side. Leaning shoreward, her mainmast, the only mast left 
standing on the vessel, hovered directly over the Audacious on her 
closest approach. The situation spawned an idea in James’ mind.


“We’re going to att ach a line to that mast, and board the vessel 
that way.”


The crew exchanged a sideways glance.
“Mr. Slocum, at my command, toss that line over the cross-


spars.”
“Starboard...pull, pull. Together now. Pull! Pull!”
Slocum bounced the rope coil in his hand, nervously 


measuring the weight and resistance of it. He looked straight up 
at the gothic spire towering overhead. It was a toss of a good 25 
feet from a rolling boat, into the teeth of a hurricane wind.


“Stand-by Mr. Slocum. Set your aim. Standby...Let her go…”
With a muscular grunt, Slocum uncorked a mighty heave, 


propelling the uncoiling rope into the dark sky beyond sight. 
And, like a magic rope conjured into the air by a magician, the 
extended rope suddenly pulled taut. It had found its target!


The crew exploded into a round of cheers with Slocum the 
hero.


John Barker grabbed the far end of the rope, now dangling 
in the water, and quickly tied a bowline knot. Slocum pulled 
down on his side of the line, and the bowline traveled up into the 
darkness toward the cross spar. When it arrived, Slocum pulled 
taut with his full body weight, and the bowline grabbed tight.


“That’s not going anywhere,” Slocum announced fi rmly.
“Trask.” The sound of his name coming from Joshua James 


struck like a blow to his stomach.
“At my command, you’re to climb aboard. Bring a line with 
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you. Make a foothold in it, and tie if off  on that spar. You’re to 
lower the survivors into the vessel.”


There was no further explanation or discussion. James knew 
the peril to which he had just put Trask. Yet there was a clear-
headed logic to choosing him. Since losing his leg, Trask had 
developed an abnormally strong upper body, especially his arms. 
He had made it something of a personal mission to build his 
strength. As his bunkmates could att est, he could do 200 military 
style push-ups at a clip. What’s more, without a leg, the ratio of 
his upper body strength to the overall weight of his body was 
far greater than any other man on the boat. Trask was clearly the 
right choice for this mission.


Trask lashed a coil of rope to his waist, and, without a word of 
farewell, clasped the hanging line, and jumped off  and away from 
Audacious. 


He immediately began swaying and twisting in the wind. But 
soon, he got his bearings, and, hand over hand, raised himself up 
into the mast. As he did, he reminded himself sternly not to look 
down. The churning morass waiting to engulf all falling objects 
would have chilled the courage of any man.


He grabbed hold of the icy cross-spar with one hand, then two. 
He hoisted himself up, and slung his leg over the top of it. Down 
below the men cheered. 


Trask lay on the spar for a moment, his chest heaving.
A strange sensation came over him…Here he was again! Face 


down on an icy spar of a fl oundering vessel just off  shore in a 
hurricane. The odd thought occurred to him that he could have 
been almost anywhere at that moment – in front of the fi re in 
Cassandra’s living room, drinking rum in a saloon on Cherry 
Street…anywhere. But he was here, now, in great peril, 25 feet 
from his death. By choice…


Why, he wondered. Why?
He saw Josh again, not in his fi nal moments, as was his usual 


haunt, but staring right at him with an open face and wide eyes.
“Save me,” he said.
The sound of his voice was so real. It was real. He actually 
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heard the sound of it…and it frightened him more than looking 
down.


“Are you OK, Trask?” James shouted from below.
“I’m fi ne,” he shouted down.
“Find the survivors,” James yelled.
“OK,” Trask said shakily. “OK.”
Two men were found alive: the cook, who had been calling 


incessantly for rescue, and the fi rst mate, though his body was so 
frozen Trask could barely unwind it from the main mast. Trask 
found three other bodies. The rest had been washed overboard, 
or had died in a futile att empt to swim to shore.


The cook stepped into the foothold. He made the sign of the 
cross on his chest as he was lowered. 


“Grazie Angelo!” he said, over and over again on his way down. 
Trask tied the fi rst mate around the chest and feet. The crew 


lowered him like cargo into the boat. Expectations were low all 
around on his chance for survival.


“The rest are dead, sir,” Trask shouted to James below.
“Then lower yourself,” James replied. “We’ll come back for 


them in the morning.”
James had done a masterful job keeping Audacious in position, 


but when Trask lowered himself into the vessel, the boat seemed 
too full by half. Mannering bailed frantically to buoy the vessel. 


“Starboard! Pull! Now, together men. Pull!”
But with more bodies in the boat, it became harder to 


coordinate their eff orts at navigation. James tried to stay within 
the shadow of the wreck, but as Audacious moved away, the wave 
action got heavier. Not more than 200 yards from shore, the vessel 
blasted into a gray and foam-speckled behemoth that threw the 
boat like a cork. It remained afl oat, but athwart the waves now, 
the men were defenseless from a broadside.


“Starboard, pull! Port, reverse!” James tried to right the vessel 
quickly, but the men were shook, and out of sync. The inevitable 
rose up quickly off  the sandy bott om like a black wall, drooling 
foam from its caps, and loaded with ice chunks of up to 2,000 
pounds.
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One of the men screamed as they were all jett isoned from their 
perches into the soapy brew. The wave rammed the boat in after 
them.


They were lost to each other instantly. 
The rescuers suddenly found they were in the unlucky 


position of requiring rescue themselves…





